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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II
101 MARIETTASTREET, N.W.
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30323

ENCLOSURE 1

EXAMINATION REPORT - 50-250/OL-89-02

Facility Licensee: Florida Power and Light Company
Turkey Point Nuclear Plant
P. 0. Box 029100
Juno Beach, FL 33102

Facility Name: Turkey Point Units 3 and 4

Facility Docket NoseI 50-250 and 50-251

Written and operating remedial requalification tests were conducted at the
Turkey Point plant site near Florida City, Florida.

Chief Examiner:
D. r es ayne~ D te igne

Approved By:
C ar es . Casto, C ref
Operator Licensing Section 1

Division of Reactor Safety

D te igne

Summary:

Examinations were conducted June 1 - 2, 1989.

Written and operating examinations were administered to .one Reactor Operator
(RO) and five Senior Reactor Operators (SROs). All operators passed the
examination.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Facility Employees Attending Exit Meeting

K. N. Harris, Site Vice President
J. E. Cross, Plant Manager
K. E. Beatty, Assistant to Plant Manager
L. W. Pearce, Operations Superintendent
T. A. Finn, Training Superintendent
G. Hollinger, Operator Training Supervisor
D. C. Henry, Operations Training
L. Goebel, Operations Training
W. J. Waylett, Jr., gA Training Coordinator
B. Ford, Ebasco

2. Examiners

*C. Payne, NRC, Region II
C. Casto, NRC, Region II
M. Morgan, NRC, Region II

8R. C. Butcher, Senior Resident Inspector

*Chief Examiner
0'Attended Exit Meeting Only

3. Exit Meeting

At. the conclusion of the site visit, the Chief Examiner met with
representatives of the plant staff to discuss the results of the
examinations. The following items were covered:

0 erator Weaknesses

'a ~ During the performance of Job Performance Measures (JPMs) on the
simulator there was uncertainty exhibited by the operators as to
whether they should actually perform an action or simply talk
through it. The confusion apparently stemmed from the manner in
which JPMs were covered during training. To save time during
training 'the operators were occasionally told to skip or talk
through actions they would normally perform. As a result', they
expected the same type of response from the evaluators during this
visit and became confused when the expected prompt was not provided.

b. During the dynamic simulator examination, the operators were placed
in a situation where a Steam Generator tube rupture had occurred.
Due to plant conditions, the operators were eventually required to
enter FR-P.1, "Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock."
Step 22 of this procedure directs the operator to check Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) subcooli ng based on Core Exit Thermocouples
(CETs) at 30 degrees F. The Training Department identified this as
too stringent a requirement to be met and trained the operators to



maintain a control band of 25-35 degrees F. The use of this band

upon transitioning back to E-3, "Steam Generator Tube Rupture" led
to procedure conflicts and set the operators up for potential
procedure violations. FR-P.1, step 24, directs the operator to,
perform actions of other procedure in effect (E-3) which do not cool
cool down or increase RCS pressure until an RCS temperature soak has
been completed. Since E-3 requires subcooling to be greater than
30 degrees F, the use of a band below this temperature almost led
the operators to operate Safety Injection (SI) pumps to restore
subcooling thus increasing the possibility of PTS (subcooling was
below 25 degrees F at the time).

This situation pointed out two significant problems. First, the
Training Department was teaching the operators to violate Emergency
Operating Procedures (EOPs) by arbitrarily establishing operating
bands outside the procedure which were not reviewed and approved by
the Plant Nuclear Safety Committee. The facility indicated that
this problem would be corrected when the facility incorporated
Revision 1A to the EOPs later this year. This concern will remain
open (IFI-250,251/OL-92-01) until resolution is confirmed by future
inspection. Second, a deficiency in one of the plant's most
important emergency procedures was identified by the staff, yet no
immediate corrective action was taken to review and mitigate the
problem. . The facility shoul'd ensure that all procedural
deficiencies, when identified, are properly addressed in accordance
with plant administrative procedures. This concern will remain open
(IFI-250,251/OL-92-02) until resolution is confirmed by future
inspection.

Im rovements

a. guestions for the static simulator and open reference written
examinations showed marked improvement over the previous
examination. Well written questions that adequately tested the
operator's knowledge were available for developing the examinations.
Two recommendations were provided by the NRC examiners and
incorporated by the facility: ( 1) improved and standardized the
multiple choice question format, and (2) improved distractors on

several multiple choice questions.

b. The generic weaknesses displayed by the crews during the Harch 1989
requalification examinations in the areas of performance of
immediate operator actions, communications skills, and use of the
Emergency Plan were not evident during this site visit. The
performance of the Shift Technical Advisors (STAs) was noted as

having improved.

c. Improvement was noted in the area of facility evaluator performance.
There was no evidence of prompting or interference by the evaluators
during this examination. Additionally, they exhibited improvement
in their documentation of observed operator weaknesses.
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WRITTENEXAMINATIONCOVER SHEET

Atu&Ac'8 KE)
U.S. NUCLEARREGULATORYCOMMISSION

REACTOR OPERATOR RE QUALIFICATIONEXAMINATION

FACILITY: Turkey Point

REACTOR TYPE: PWR - W

DATE AMDISTERED: 89/06/02

OPERATOR:

SECTION

A Plant Proficiency

B Limits and Controls

%OF
CATEGORY OPERATOR'S CATEGORY

VALUE SCORE VALUE

Final Grade
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PartB OR@ 8 20

On Unit @3 determine the amount ofreactivity necessary to overcome the power

defect change for a power increase from,50% to 100% power by choosing the correct

response. (Assume a boron concentration of 500 ppm.) . (1.0 pt)

a.

b.

C.

d.

Ans: b.

+647 PCM

+847 PCM

+9%7 PCM

+984 PCM

+847 PCM

(100 - 50%)

(1774pcm - 927pcm)
= 847pcm

From curve book

Ref: PCB Unit P3 Section IIFigure 6A

K/A: 4192004.K1.13(2.9/2.9)

LP@0010, Appendix E, EO 2

Est. Time ofCompletion 2 min.

+/ks/sf:May 16, 1989 9:59 AM 25



Part B ORQP 34

Unit 3 is operating at 90% reactor power. Due to a temperature increase of the

circulating water the condenser backpressure increases from 3.5 to 4.0 inches hg.

The output of the main generator would: (1.0 pt)

a. decrease from 608 Mwe to 595 Mwe.

b. increase from 595 Mwe to 608 Mwe.

C. would remain approximately constant because the turbine control

valves would respond to maintain load.

d. decrease from 660 Mwe to 595 Mwe.

Ans:
ae decrease from 608 Mwe to 595 Mwe.

Ref: Unit 3 PCB Section IFigure 1

K/A1045000 K5.05(1.9/2.1)

LP@ 3502077, EO-11

Est. Time ofCompletion 2 min.

*Iksfsf:May16, 1989 9:59 AM 40



PartB OR@@ 14

Given the followingconditions:

Unit 3 in Mode 4 and on RHR
'A'HRPP is cleared for maintenance
'B'CP is running, 'A'nd 'C'CP's shutdown

RCS conditions: Tavg = 300'F
Pressure = 277 psig
Przr level = 52%

, VCT pressure = 30 psig, VCT level in normal range

'A'harging Pp in service ('B'nd 'C'harging Pps both cleared for

maintenance)
CCW system in normal Mode 4 lineup with no maintenance in progress.

Based on the above conditions which one of the followingis most correct if '3A'480

VoltLoad Center feeder breaker trips open (Breaker fault). Allother Load Centers

remain energized.

(1.0 pt.)

aO No operator action willresult in a RCP Seal LeakoffHigh Flow
Alarm.

b. No operator action willresult in 'B'CP Motor Bearing High

Temperature.

C. Above conditions would allow continued operation of 'B'CP.

d. RCP 'B'hould be tripped immediately because ofRCP Shaft Seal

Water Low b,P.

Ans.

C.

*/kslsf:May 16, 1989 9:59 AM 16



PartB ORQ4 14(cont.)

Ref: ONOP-1108.1, 3-OP-041.1, Dwg. 5610T-E-4503 Sh. 1

K/A 003/000 A2.01
A2.02
K1.03
A1.01

RO-3.5

RO-3.7

RO-3.3

RO-3.4

SRO 3.9

SRO-3.9
SRO-3.6
SRO-3.4

LP@ 0802056, EO 3

Est. Time ofCompletion 5 min.

'/ks/sf:May

16, 1989 9:59 AM



Part B OR@4 48

InitialConditions:
The RCS was drained to 3 ft. below the vessel flange. The running RHR pump starts
to exhibit oscillations in motor amps and flow.

Which one of the followingis correct?

a. Start the standby RHR pump and secure the running RHR pump.

b. Raise RCS level by cycling the ALTLow Head, MOV-872 open and
closed.

C. Stop the running RHR pump and restore RCS level.

Start the standby RHR pump at minimum flow.

(1 point) .

Ans: c.

Ref: ONOF-050, Step 5, 7, 8 & 14

E/A 006020 A4.01 (3.7/3.6)

005000 A4.01 (3.6/3.4)

LP@ 6902619

Est. Time ofCompletion 5 min. „

+/ks/sf:May 31, 1989 8:14 AM 55



PartB OR@@ 64

The unit is operating steady state at 50% power when the controlling pressurizer

level channel fails high. Assuming no operator action, which of the following

automatic sequence ofactions would take place. (The assumption is all systems

function as designed.) (1.0 pt)

ao - Chg. Pp. speed initiallyincreases
- Actual Pzr level increases
- Chg. Pp. speed then decreases

- Actual Pzr level then steadies out at a new level
- Plant operates at steady state

b. - Chg. Pp. speed decreases

- Actual Pzr level decreases

- Letdown isolation occurs at 14% Pzr level
- Heaters go off
- Actual Pzr level increases
- Reactor Trips on 2/3 Pzr High Level

C. - Chg. Pp. speed decreases

- Allheaters come on due to Pzr level )5% above program
- Actual Pzr level begins to decrease

- Actual Pzr level decreases until Reactor trip on 2/3 low pressurizer

level

d. - Charging Pp. speed remains constant
- Pzr High Level alarm received
- Actual Pzr level steadies out at a new level
- Plant remains steady state

+ikslsf:May 31, 1989 8:14 AM



Part B OR@4 64 (cont.)

Ans: b. - Chg. Pp. speed decreases
- Actual Pzr level decreases
- Letdovrn isolation occurs at 14% Pzr level
- Heaters go off
- Actual Pzr level increases
- Reactor Trips on 2/3 Pzr High Level

Ref: 5610-T-D-15

K/A: 012 000 A301, (3.8/3.9)

LPg 6902163, EO-2

Est. Time ofCompletion 2 min.

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:14 AM





Part B OR@I 74

While operating at 100% power, Turbine 1st Stage Pressure transmitter PT-447 fails

high followed by a high failure ofNIS Power Range Channel 4 (N-44). Which one of

the followingstatements is correct with the given conditions. (1.0 pt)

a. Due to the failures the unit willbe removed from service.

b. Even with the failures the rod control system continues to function

properly in automatic.

C. Due to the failures, a manual turbine trip can be performed at 8%

power and the reactor willnot trip.

d. Even with the failures, Permissive P-8 functions normally.

Ans; (1.0 pt)

d. Even with the failures, Permissive P-8 functions normally.

Ref: *-ONOP-59.7, Tech Specs, O-ADM-021, 5610-T-L1, Sh. 17, 16, 5610-T-D-12A

K/A: 015/000, K3.01, (3.9/4.3)

015/000, K1.01, (4.1/4.2)

EO-3, LP-0802057

Est. Time ofCompletion 5 min.

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:14 AM 86



Part B ORQ@ 60

Given the followingconditions, which one of the followingstatements is correct.

Conditions
Chemistry Technician reports air ejector release concentration is 240 pci/cc.

PRMS - R-15 has alarmed.

Waste Gas Tank release is in progress

Unit is at 75% and load is being increased on a 1% per minute ramp.

(Pts. 1.0)

a. The Waste Gas Tank release should have been terminated due to

automatic action.

b. ONOP-041.3 "Excessive RCS leakage" should be entered.

C. ONOP-071 "Steam generator tube leak" should be entered.

d. The Technical Support Center should be activated.

Ans: (1.0 pt)

C. ONOP-071 "Steam generator tube leak" should be entered.

*/ks/sf:May31, 19898:14AM 68



Part B ORQP 60 (cont.)

Ref: 3-ONOP-067, Tech Specs, EP-20101, 3-0NOP-41.3, 3-ONOP-071

K/A: 000/060 EK3.01,(2.9/4.2)
EK3.03,(3.8/4.2)
EA2.01,(3.1/3.7)
SGA 12.0,(3.3/3.4)

EO-1, EO-2 and EO-3 LP-0802053

Est. Time ofCompletion 8 min.

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:14 AM 69



Part B ORQ¹ 67

During normal operations at power you are notified that I&Cwillbe working on the

auctioneered Tavg input to the steam dump to condenser system; specifically

temperature module TM-408. Which one of the followingwillbest prevent an

inadvertant steam dump valve opening, yet not eliminate any steam dump features

unnecessarily. (1.0 pt)

as Leave the switches in their present position.

b. Select Manual on the Mode Selector Switch and Auto on the Pressure

Control Station.

C. Select Manual on the Mode Selector Switch and the Pressure Control

Station.

d. Select Auto on the Mode Selector Switch and Manual on the Pressure

control Station

Ans:
b. (Provides pressure control feature)

Ref: 5610-T-L1 Sh. 22A

K/A: 041 020 K6.03, (2.7/2.9)

041 020 A4.04, (2.7/2.7)

041 G 7, (2.8/3.0)

LP ¹6902909, EO-3

Est. Time of Completion 3 min.

*lks/sf:May31, 1989 8:14 AM 78



Part B ORQO 38

Given both units are operating in Mode 1 and in a normal system alignment. Upon
the failure ofheat tracing circuits 57A and 57B, which one of the followingis the

appropriate course ofaction. {1.0 pt)

ao Initiate a plant work order; maintain Mode 1 operations

Withinone hour, perform the followingrealignment and demonstrate

flowpath operability.

2)

Open valve 4-376, discharge from 4B BA transfer pump
bypassing the Unit4 BA filter
Close valve'4-348, Unit 4 boric acid filteroutlet

C. Withinone hour make preparations for Unit4 shutdown and within 6

hours ensure Unit4 is in HOT STANDBY.

d. Commence repairs within 24 hours then ifnecessary enter into
Tech Spec. 3.0.1.

Ans:
C.

Grader Note:
Ckts 57A &57B service the line running from the Unit4 BA filter
outlet to the blender. Blockage of this line removes all sources of
concentrated acid to Unit4.

Ref: 5610-M-420-300, sheet 6

5610-T-E-4505, sheet 5

Technical Specification 3.6

O-ONOP-046.3, Loss ofBoration Flowpaths

K/A004000K1.16 (3.3/3.5)

K/A004000K2.07 (2.7/3.2)

K/A004SGK05(3.1/3.7)

LP@6910233, EO 4, EO 5

Est. Time ofCompletion 8 min.

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:14 AM 44



Part B ORQ@ 190

Select the correct response to the followingsituation:

At1:00AM on January 1st the '4C'ital AC Inverter failed and its bus load

automatically swapped to the CVT. At6:00PM itwas decided the '4C'nverter could

not be repaired and the bus load was transferred to the Spare Inverter at that time.

Assuming no further equipment failures, how long may the unit operate in this

configuration. (1.0 pt)

a. No action required other than a PWO written to repair 4C vital
inverter. There are no time restraints associated with this inverter.

b. May operate for 24 hours from the time the transfer to the Spare

Inverter was made (6:00 PM) at which time corrective action must be

complete or be in HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and HOT

SHUTDOWN within the following6 hours and at least COLD

SHUTDOWN within subsequent 24 hours.

C. May operate for 48 hours from the time the transfer to the Spare

Inverter was made (6:00 PM).

d. May operate for 7 days because one channel ofQSPDS willbe out of

service from the time the transfer to the Spare Inverter was made

(6:00 PM).

Ans: d. May operate for 7 days because one channel ofQSPDS willbe out of

service from the time the transfer to the Spare Inverter was made

(6:00 PM).

*Iksfsf:May 16, 1989 9:08 AM 204



Part B OR@4 190 (cont.)

Ref: 5610-T-E-1592

0-ADM-021 Table 3.3.6 pg. 3-42

OF-003.1

K/A 012000 K1.01 (3.3/3.7)

LPg 6902139 EO13

Est. Time ofCompletion 12 min.

*/kslsf:May 16, 1989 9:08 AM 205



Part B OR@@ 129

Which one of the followingstatements is correct? (1.0 pt)

During natural circulation conditions, core exit thermocouples (CET's): .

ae

b.

Read higher due to reduced flowpast detectors.

Provide indication of the adequacy ofcore cooling.

C. Are faulty ifreading ) 1000'F.

d. Are not accurate due to no flowcondition in instrument bypass loop.

Ans:
b. Provide indication of the adequacy ofcore cooling.

Ref: Basis ES0.2

K/A 002000 A1.13 (3.4/4.0)

000011 EK1.01 (4.1/4.4)
'00011EA2.10 (4.5/4.7)

017020 A1.01 (3.7/3.9),

LPg3502073 EO 7 5 9

Est. Time ofCompletion 1 min

*/ks/sf:May 16, 1989 9:32 AM 140



Part B ORQ¹ 153

Emergency operating procedures provide guidelines for isolating faulted steam

generators and steam generators with <ube ruptures. Which one of the following
statements about isolation ofsteam generators is correct. (1.0 pt)

a. Allfeedwater is isolated to a faulted steam generator regardless of
steam generator level.

b. Allfeedwater is isolated to a steam generator with a tube rupture
regardless ofsteam generator level.

C. Ifa faulted steam generator is isolated and secondary radiation is

abnormal, transition to E-1 "Loss ofReactor or Secondary Coolant"

should be made.

d. Do not isolate a faulted steam generator sample lines because

subsequent procedural guidarice requires steam generator activity
samples on the faulted steam generator.

Ans: a.. Allfeedwater is isolated to a faulted steam generator regardless of
steam generator level.

Ref: EOP-E2, EOP-E-3

K/A 000037 SGA11 (3.9/4.1)

000037 SGA12 (3.5/3.8)

000040 SGA11 (4.1/4.3)

000040 SGA12 (3.8/4.1)

LP¹0063-OL App. Z EO-12

Est. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*/ks/sf:May 16, 1989 9:08 AM 166



Part B ORQ@ 250

ASafety Injection has occurred. After exiting E-O, Reactor trip or Safety Injection,

the followingset ofconditions is observed relevant to the Critical Safety Functions

(CSF's):

Subcriticality: NI-41 through NI-44 are all less than 5%. Intermediate

Range startup rate is equal to +0.2 DPM.

Core Cooling: No RCPs are in service.

Core ExitThermocouples read 700'F

RCS subcooling based on Core ExitThermocouples is 30'F

RVLMS indicates a 50% level.

Heat Sink: AllSteam Generator levels are indicating 5% Narrow Range.

Main Feed Water Pumps are tripped.
Auxiliaryfeed water flows are:

S/G'A': Total flow 125 GPM
S/G'B'. Total flow 125 GPM
S/G'C'. Total flow 100 GPM

Containment: Containment Pressure = 3.0 psig
Containment Recir. Sump. Level = 400 inches

The other CSF status trees indicate only green or yellow paths.

Which procedure would you enter and why? (2.0 pts.)

Ans: Procedure FR-H.1, Response to Loss ofSecondary Heat Sink, should be

entered. This is highest priorityRed Path.

4/ks/sf:May 31, 1989 8:33 AM 259



Part B ORQP 250 (cont.)

Ref: EOP F-0

K/A '00054 SGA11 (3.4/3.3)

LP@0063-OL, App. CC, EO10

Est Time ofCompletion 5 min.

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:33 AM 260



Part B OR@¹ 255

The plant is responding to a small-break LOCA in accordance with EOP E-1, 'Loss of

Reactor or Secondary Coolant'. Pressurizer level has risen continuously, even

though the RCS pressure has been dropping steadily. AllReactor Coolant Pumps

are in operation.

Which one of the followingleak locations is consistent with the plant conditions just
described? (1.0 pt)

a. Failure ofa weld on RCP 'B'ischarge piping.

b. Failure ofpressurizer PORV in a fullopen position.

c. Failure ofcharging header connection to the RCS.

d. Failure ofa weld on the pressurizer liquid space sample line.

Ans: b.

Ref: 5610-T-E-4501

EOP E-1

K/A 000008 EA2.20 (3.4/3.6)

LP¹0063-OL, App. S, EO8

Est. Time ofCompletion 1 min.

+/ks/sf:May 31, 1989 8:33 AM 265



PartBORQP 266

Select the one correct response based on the following: (1.0 pts.)

During FR-C.1 (Response to Inadequate Core Cooling) ifattempts to establish

adequate core cooling using the HHSI system are ineffective, the intact SGs are

depressurized to 90 psig and then to atmospheric pressure.

The SGs are depressurized:

a. To allow use of the condensate pumps to supply feedwater to the SGs.

b. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves core cooling by heat
removal due to boiling.

C. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves the abilityof the

RHR Pumps and Accumulators to deliver cooling to the core.

d. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves the abilityof the SI

systems to add negative reactivity from borated water to insure

adequate shutdown.

Ans: c. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves the ability of the

RHR Pumps and Accumulators to deliver cooling to the core.

Ref: FR-C.1 (Response to Inadequate Core Cooling) Basis Document

K/A 000074 EK1.03 (4.5/4.9)

LP40063-OL, App. MM,E09

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

*/ks/sf:May 31, 1989 8:33 AM 276



Part B ORQ¹ 267

In FR-C.1, Response to Inadequate Core Cooling, ifCET temperatures are above

1200 degrees, the operator is directed iq Step 18 to "Start available RCPs as

necessary until CETs less than 1200 degrees".

Explain whether RCP's should be started ifRCP support conditions cannot be

established. (1.0 pts.)

Ans:
RCPs should be started even though support conditions cannot be

established. The RCPs are sacrificed to save the core.

Ref: FR-C.1/Basis Document

K/A 000074 EK3.07 (4.0/4.4)

000074 EK3.11 (4.0/4.4)

LP¹0063-OL, App. NM,EO9

Est. TimeofCompletion 2min.

*ikslsf:May 31, 1989 8:33 AM 277



PartB OR@¹ 270

APrimary LOCAhas occurred inside ofUnit3 containment. The operating team is

implementing E-O, Rx Trip/Safety Injection. The followingunit conditions exist:

Containment Pressure is 10 psig
Containment Radiation level is 1.4 x 105 R/hr
RCS temperature is 508 degrees

RCS pressure is 1135 psig
Total HHSI flow to the core is 300 gpm.

Which one of the followingis correct? (1.0 pt)

ao

b.

RCPs should be tripped because RCS subcooling is 42'F.

RCPs should not be tripped because RCS subcooling is )25'F,

C. RCPs should be tripped because Phase "B"isolation has occurred.

d. RCPs should be tripped because subcooling is (25'F.

Ans:
a. RCPs should be tripped because RCS subcooling is 42'F.

Ref: E-0 Foldout Page/Steam Tables

K/A 000011 EK3.14 (4.1/4.2)

000009 EA2.01 (4.2/4.8)

017020 A4.02 (3.8/4.1)

000009 SGA 10 (4.3/4.3)

LPg0063-OL, App. M, E02

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:33 AM 280



Part B OR@4 237

a. Classify the followingevent. Specify the highest classifications, the category
and part used to make the classUication (e.g. classified as "Site Area
Emergency" from category 12'Loss ofPower Conditions'Part 2.) (1.0 pt.)

Conditions:
~ Large break LOCA in progress
~ Containment Pressure had spiked to 30 psig and is being lowered by

Containment Spray
~ Phase 'A'nd Phase 'B'roperly activated
~ Both CHRRM channels read 3 X 10~ RIhr
~ Both HHSI and RHR pump flowmeters indicate flow to core
~ Calculations show dose at site boundary'o be 10 Rem Whole Body and

20 Rem Thyroid

b. With regard to the above event, which one of the followingPARs is correct?
(1.0 pt.)

Evacuate all sectors 0-2 miles, evacuate 2-10 miles downwind
sectors, shelter remaining sectors.

2. Evacuate all sectors'0-2 and 2-5 miles, evacuate downwind
and shelter remaining sectors 5-10 miles.

3. 'helter all sectors 0-10 miles

4. Evacuate downwind sectors and shelter remaining sectors 0-

10 miles.

Ans: (2.0 pts)

a. GENERALEMERGENCY (.075)

b. 2

Category 2 Part 1 (.025)~ ~~~~g P~/,z,s~V

*/ks/af:May 31, 1989 8:33 AM



Part B ORQP 237 (cont.)

Ref: E-Flan 20101 Table 1 % 2

K/A 194001 A1.16 (3.1/4.4)

LP46902310 EO-10

Est. Time ofCompletion 10 min.

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:33 AM 245



Part B ORQP 381

Which one of the followingdescribes a condition in which QPTR Tech. Spec.

limitations are exceeded. (1.0 pt)

ao The reactor is at 100% power and QPTR = 1.01

b. While the reactor was at 100% power, QPTR was determined to be

1.08. Ninety (90) minutes after the determination reactor power is

reduced to 90% and NIS power range High Flux setpoints reduced to

98%.

C. The reactor is at 45% power. QPTR has been determined to be 1.03

but the OPbT, OTbT, and NIS Power Range setpoints have been

reduced to 55%.

d. QPTR was determined to be 1.04 but 90 minutes later Fq and FgH

were verified to be within lim1t's and reactor power was reduced from

100% power to 91% power.

Ans.

b.

Ref: ADM-021,T.S. 3.2.6.h LER 87-18

K/A 015000 A1.04 (3.5/3.7)

LP4 0802163 EO-6

Est. Time ofCompletion 12 min.

*/sf:May 17, 1989 1:16 PM 403



Part B OR@¹ 383

Classify the followingevent. Specify the highest classification, category and part

used to make the classification (e.g. classified as "Unusual Event" from category 2

Primary Leakage /LOCAPart 3 ) (1.0 pts.)

Both Units are operating at 100% reactor power. 'A'mergency Diesel

Generator (EDG) is out ofservice for fuel pump repairs. A loss ofall offsite

AC power occurs and 'B'DG fails to auto start. Ten minutes later, the

turbine operator is able to locally start and load 'B'DG.

Ans:
Site Area Emergency (0.75) Category 7 part 4 (0.25)

Ref: EP-20101 Table 1

K/A 000068 Kl(3.3/4.1)

LP¹ 6902252 EO-7

Est. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*/sl:May 17, 1989 I:16 PM 405



Part B ORQP 46

Given the followingcondition:

It is discovered during the shift that a log entry for entering Mode 1 at 10:35 was not

made. Itis now 11:15

Which one of the followingset of log entries is correct: (1.0 pts.)

aQ 09:30 - Normal Log Entry
09:55 - Normal Log Entry
10:58 - Normal Log Entry
10:35 - Entered Mode 1

09:30 - Normal Log Entry
09:55 - Normal Log Entry
10:58 - Normal Log Entry
11:15 - Entered Mode 1 at 10:35

C.

Late Entry

09:30 - Normal Log Entry
09:55 - Normal Log Entry
10:58 - Normal Log Entry
10:35 - Entered Mode 1

d. 09:30 - Normal Log Entry
09:55 - Normal Log Entry
10:58 - Normal Log Entry
11:15 - Late Entry - Entered Mode 1 at 10:35

Ans:
C. 09:30 - Normal Log Entry

09:55 - Normal Log Entry
10:58 - Normal Log Entry
Late Entry 10:35 - Entered Mode 1

*/kslsf:May31, 1989 8:14 AM 52



Part B OR@¹ 46 (cont,)

Ref: O-ADM-204, Step 5.1.4

I/A194001 A1-06 (3.4/3.4)

LP¹6902023, EO-1

Est. Time ofCompletion 5 min.

*lks/sf:May31, 1989 8:14 AM 53





PartB OR@4 240
~ q

Which of the followingwould result in a Safety LimitViolation (assume: 3 Loop

Operation)? ~ (1.0 pts.)

a. Tgyg 640 F

RCS Pressure = 2770 psig
Reactor power = 70%

L

b. T~ye = 630 F

RCS Pressure = 2290 psig
Reactor power = 70%

C. T~ye 620 F

RCS Pressure = 2305 psig
Reactor power = 80%

d. T~ye = '615 F

RCS Pressure = 1840 psig
Reactor Power = 50%

Ans:
aO T~ye 640 F

RCS Pressure = 2770 psig
Reactor power = 70%

Ref: Technical Specification Section 2

ADM-021 Section 2

K/A 002 SGK 5.0 (3.6/4.1)

WOG 002-009-002

LP80802063

Est. Time ofCompletion 4min.

*/ks/sf:Msy31, 1989 8:33 AM 248
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NRC RULES AND GUIDANCE FOR EXAMINEES
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LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 3

Part B OR@ g 20

On Unit g3 determine the amount ofreactivity necessary to overcome the power
defect change for a power increase from 50% to 100% power by choosing the correct
response. (Assume a boron concentration of500 ppm.) . (1.0 pt)

b.

C.

d.

+ 647 PCM

+ 847 PCM

+927 PCM

+984 PCM

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM





LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 4

Part B OR@@ 34

Unit 3 is operating at 90% reactor power. Due to a temperature increase of the

circulating water the condenser backpressure increases from 3.5 to 4.0 inches hg.
The output of the main generator would: (1.0 pt)

a. decrease from 608 Mwe to 595 Mwe.

b. increase from 595 Mwe to 608 Mwe.

C. would remain approximately constant because the turbine control
valves would respond to maintain load.

d. decrease from 660 Mwe to 595 Mwe.

0/sf/May 31, 19897:18 AM





LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 5

PartB OR@4 14

Given the followingconditions:
Unit 3 in Mode 4 and on RHR
'A'HRPP is cleared for maintenance
'B'CP is running, 'A'nd 'C'CP's shutdown
RCS conditions: Tavg = 300'F

Pressure = 277 psig
Przr level = 52%%uo

VCTpressure = 30 psig, VCT level in normal range
'A'harging Pp in service ('B'nd 'C'harging Pps both cleared for
maintenance)
CCW system in normal Mode 4 lineup with no maintenance in progress.

Based on the above conditions which one of the followingis mo'st correct if '3A'480
VoltLoad Center feeder breaker trips open (Breaker fault). Allother Load Centers

remain energized.

(1.0 pt.)

ao No operator action willresult in a RCP Seal LeakoffHigh Flow
Alarm.

b. No operator action willresult in 'B'CP Motor Bearing High
Temperature.

C. Above conditions would allow continued operation of'B'CP.

d. RCP 'B'hould be tripped immediately because ofRCP Shaft Seal

Water Low b,P.

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM



LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 6

Part B ORQ4 48

InitialConditions:
The RCS was drained to 3 ft. below the vessel flange. The running RHR pump starts
to exhibit oscillations in motor amps and flow.

Which one of the followingis correct? (X.O pts.)

Start the standby RHR pump and secure the running RHR pump.

b. Raise RCS level by cycling the ALTLow Head, MOV-872 open and
closed.

C. Stop the running RHR pump and restore RCS level.

d. Start the standby RHR pump at minimum flow.

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM



LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 7

Part B OR@@ 64

The unit is operating steady state at 50% power when the controlling pressurizer
~ level channel fails high. Assuming no operator action, which of the following

automatic sequence ofactions would take place. (The assumption is all systems

function as designed.) (1.0 pt)

aO - Chg. Pp. speed initiallyincreases
- Actual Pzr level increases
- Chg. Pp. speed then decreases
- Actual Pzr level then steadies out at a new level
- Plant operates at steady state

b. - Chg. Pp. speed decreases
- Actual Pzr level decreases
- Letdown isolation occurs at 14% Pzr level
- Heaters go off
- Actual Pzr level increases
- Reactor Trips on 2/3 Pzr High Level

C. - Chg. Pp. speed decreases „

- Allheaters come on due to Pzr level ) 5% above program
- Actual Pzr level begins to decrease
- Actual Pzr level decreases until Reactor trip on 2/3 low pressurizer

level

d. - Charging Pp. speed remains constant
- Pzr High Level alarm received
- Actual Pzr level steadies out at a new level
- Plant remains steady state

4/sf/May 31, 19897:18 AM



LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 8

PartB OR@4 74

While operating at 100% power, Turbine 1st Stage Pressure transmitter PT-447 fails
high followed by a high failure ofNIS Power Range Channel 4 (N-44). Which one of
the followingstatements is correct with the given conditions. (1.0 pt)

aO Due to the failures the unit willbe removed from service.

b. Even with the failures the rod control system continues to function
properly in automatic.

C. Due to the failures, a manual turbine trip can be performed at 8%

power and the reactor willnot trip.

d. Even with the failures, Permissive P-8 functions normally.

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM





LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 9

Part B OR@¹ 60

Given the followingconditions, which one of the followingstatements is correct.

Conditions
Chemistry Technician reports air ejector release concentration is 240 pci/cc.

PRMS - R-15 has alarmed.
Waste Gas Tank release is in progress
Unit is at 75% and load is being increased on a 1% per minute ramp.

(Pts. 1.0)

The Waste Gas Tank release should have been terminated due to

automatic action.

b. ONOP-041.3 "Excessive RCS leakage" should be entered.

C. ONOP-071 "Steam generator tube leak" should be entered.

d. The Technical Support Center should be activated.

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM
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REMEDIALRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 10

Part3 OR@@ 67

During normal operations at power you are notified that I&Cwillbe working on the

auctioneered Tavg input to the steam dump to condenser system; specifically
temperature module TM-408. Which one of the followingwillbest prevent an

inadvertant steam dump valve opening, yet not eliminate any steam dump features

unnecessarily. (1.0 pt)

a. Leave the switches in their present position.

b. Select Manual on the Mode Selector Switch and Auto on the Pressure

Control Station.

C. Select Manual on the Mode Selector Switch and the Pressure Control
Station.

d. Select Auto on the Mode Selector Switch and Manual on the Pressure

control Station

+/sf/May 31, 1989 7:18 AM
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REMEDIALRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 11

PartB ORQg 38

Given both units are operating in Mode 1 and in a normal system alignment. Upon
the failure ofheat tracing circuits 57A and 57B, which one of the followingis the

appropriate course ofaction. (1.0 pt)

ao Initiate a plant work order; maintain Mode 1 operations

b. Withinone hour, perform the followingrealignment and demonstrate

flowpath operability.

C.

1) Open valve 4-376, discharge from 4B BA transfer pump
bypassing the Unit4 BA filter

2) Close valve 4-348, Unit4 boric acid filteroutlet

Within one hour make preparations for Unit4 shutdown and within 6

hours ensure Unit 4 is in HOT STANDBY.

d. Commence repairs within 24 hours then ifnecessary enter into
Tech Spec. 3.0.1.

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM
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REMEDIALRO TRAININGFINAL
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Page 12

Part B ORQP 190

Select the correct response to the followingsituation:

At1:00AM on January 1st the '4C'ital AC Inverter failed and its bus load
automatically swapped to the CVT. At6:00PM itwas decided the '4C'nverter could

not be repaired and the bus load was transferred to the Spare Inverter at that time,
Assuming no further equipment failures, how long may the unit operate in this
configuration. (1.0 pt)

ao No action required other than a PWO written to repair 4C vital
inverter. There are no time restraints associated with this inverter.

b. May operate for 24 hours from the time the transfer to the Spare
Inverter was made (6:00 PM) at which time corrective action must be

complete or be in HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following6 hours and at least COLD
SHUTDOWN within subsequent 24 hours.

c. May operate for 48 hours from the time the transfer to the Spare
Inverter was made (6:00 PM).

d. May operate for 7 days because one channel ofQSPDS willbe out of
service from the time the transfer to the Spare Inve'rter was made

(6:00 PM).

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM
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REMEDIALRO TRAININGFINAL
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Page 13

Part B OR@4 129

Which one of the followingstatements is correct? (1.0 pt)

During natural circulation conditions, core exit thermocouples (CET's): .

a. Read higher due to reduced flowpast detectors.

b. Provide indication of the adequacy ofcore cooling.

C. Are faulty ifreading ) 1000'F.

d. Are not accurate due to no'flow condition in instrument bypass loop.

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM
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Part B ORQP 153

Emergency operating procedures provide guidelines for isolating faulted steam

generators and steam generators with tube ruptures. Which one of the following
statements about isolation ofsteam generators is correct. (1.0 pt)

a. Allfeedwater is isolated to a faulted steam generator regardless of
steam generator level.

b. Allfeedwater is isolated to a steam generator with a tube rupture
regardless ofsteam generator level.

C. Ifa faulted steam generator is isolated and secondary radiation is

abnormal, transition to E-1 "Loss ofReactor or Secondary Coolant"

should be made.

d. Do not isolate a faulted steam generator sample lines because

subsequent procedural guidance requires steam generator activity
samples on the faulted steam generator.

+/sf/May 31, 1989 7:18 AM
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Part B ORQP 250

ASafety Injection has occurred. Afterexiting E-O, Reactor trip or Safety Injection,
the followingset ofconditions is observed relevant to the Critical Safety Functions
(CSF's):

Subcriticality: NI-41 through NI-44 are all less than 5%. Intermediate
Range startup rate is equal to + 0.2 DPM,

Core Cooling: No RCPs are in service.
'Core ExitThermocouples read 700'F

RCS subcooling based on Core ExitThermocouples is 30'F
RVLMS indicates a 50% level.

Heat Sink: AllSteam Generator levels are indicating 5% Narrow Range.
Main Feed Water Pumps are tripped.
Auxiliaryfeed water flows are:

S/G'A'. Total flow 125 GPM

S/G 'B': Total flow 125 GPM
S/G 'C': Total flow 100 GPM

Containment: Containment Pressure = 3.0 psig
Containment Recir. Sump. Level = 400 inches

The other CSF status trees indicate only green or yellow paths.

Which procedure would you enter and why? (2.0 pts,)

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM
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Part 3 OR@4 255

The plant is responding to a small-break LOCA in accordance with EOP E-l, 'Loss of
Reactor or Secondary Coolant'. Pressurizer level has risen continuously, even

though the RCS pressure has been dropping steadily. AllReactor Coolant Pumps
are in operation.

Which one of the followingleak locations is consistent with the plant conditions just
described? (1.0 pt)

a. Failure ofa weld on RCP 'B'ischarge piping.

b. Failure ofpressurizer PORV in a fullopen position.

C. Failure ofcharging header connection to the RCS.

d. Failure ofa weld on the pressurizer liquid space sample line.

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM
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PartB OR@¹ 266

Select the one correct response based on the following: (1.0 pts.)

During FR-C.1 (Response to Inadequate Core Cooling) ifattempts to establish
adequate core cooling using the HHSI system are ineffective, the intact SGs are

depressurized to 90 psig and then to atmospheric pressure.

The SGs are depressurized:

ao To allow use of the condensate pumps to supply feedwater to the SGs.

b. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves core cooling by heat
removal due to boiling.

c. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves the abilityof the
RHR Pumps and Accumulators to deliver cooling to the core.

d. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves the abilityof the SI
systems to add negative reactivity from borated water to insure
adequate shutdown.

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM
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Part B ORE@ 267

In FR-C.1, Response to Inadequate Core Cooling, ifCET temperatures are above

1200 degrees, the operator is directed in Step 18 to "Start available RCPs as

necessary until CETs less than 1200 degrees".

Explain whether RCP's should be started ifRCP support conditions cannot be

established. (1.0 pts.)

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM
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Part B ORQ4 270

APrimary LOCAhas occurred inside ofUnit 3 containment. The operating team is

implementing E-O, Rx Trip/Safety Injection. The followingunit conditions exist:

Containment Pressure is 10 psig
Containment Radiation level is 1.4 x 105 R/hr
RCS temperature is 508 degrees

RCS pressure is 1135 psig
Total HHSI flow to the core is 300 gpm.

Which one of the followingis correct? (1.0 pt)

aO RCPs should be tripped because RCS subcooling is 42'F.

b. RCPs should not be tripped because RCS subcooling is )25'F.

c. RCPs should be tripped because Phase "B"isolation has occurred.

d. RCPs should be tripped because subcooling is (25'F.

4/sf/May 31, 1989 Z:18 AM
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Part B ORQP 237

a. Classify the followingevent. Specify the highest classifications, the category
and part used to make the classification (e.g. classified as "Site Area
Emergency" from category 12 'Loss ofPower Conditions'art 2.) (1.0 pt.)

Conditions:
~ Large break LOCA in progress
~ Containment Pressure had spiked to 30 psig and is being lowered by

Containment Spray
~ Phase 'A'nd Phase 'B'roperly activated
~ Both CHRRM channels read 3 X 103 R/hr
~ Both HHSI and RHR pump flowmeters indicate flow to core
~ Calculations show dose at site boundary to be 10 Rem Whole Body and

20 Rem Thyroid

b. With regard to the above event, which one ofthe followingPARs is correct?
(1.0 pt.)

Evacuate all sectors 0-2 miles, evacuate 2-10 miles downwind
sectors, shelter remaining sectors.

2. Evacuate all sectors 0-2 and 2-5 miles, evacuate downwind
and shelter remaining sectors 5-10 miles.

3. Shelter all sectors 0-10 miles

4. Evacuate downwind sectors and shelter remaining sectors 0-

10 miles.

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM
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Part B ORQ@ 381

Which one of the followingdescribes a condition in which QPTR Tech. Spec.

limitations are exceeded. (1.0 pt)

a. The reactor is at 100% power and QPTR = 1.01

b. While the reactor was at 100% power, QPTR was determined to be

1.08. Ninety (90) minutes after the determination reactor power is
reduced to 90% and NIS power range High Flux setpoints reduced to
98%.

C. The reactor is at 45% power. QPTR has been determined to be 1.03

but the OPbT, OTET, and NIS Power Range setpoints have been

reduced to 55%.

d. QPTR was determined to be 1.04 but 90 minutes later Fq and FgH
were verified to be within limits and reactor power was reduced from
100% power to 91% power.

4/sf/May 31, 1989 7:18 AM
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Part B ORQg 383

Classify the followingevent. Specify the highest classification, category and part
used to make the classification (e.g. classified as "Unusual Event" from category 2

Primary Leakage / LOCAPart 3 ) (1.0 pts.)

Both Units are operating at 100% reactor power. 'A'mergency Diesel
Generator (EDG) is out ofservice for fuel pump repairs. A loss ofall offsite
AC power occurs and 'B'DG fails to auto start. Ten minutes later, the
turbine operator is able to locally start and load 'B'DG.

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM
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Part B ORQ¹ 46

Given the followingcondition:

Itis discovered during the shift that a log entry for entering Mode 1 at 10:35 was not
made. Itis now ll:15

Which one of the followingset of log entries is correct: (1.0 pts.)

a. 09:30 - Normal Log Entry
09:55 - Normal Log Entry
10:58 - Normal Log Entry
10:35 - Entered Mode 1

b. 09:30 - Normal Log Entry
09:55 - Normal Log Entry
10:58 - Normal Log Entry
11:15 - Entered Mode 1 at 10:35

C.

Late Entry

09:30 - Normal Log Entry
09:55 - Normal Log Entry
10:58 - Normal Log Entry
10:35 -EnteredMode1

d. 09:30 - Normal Log Entry
09:55 - Normal Log Entry
10:58 - Normal Log Entry
11:15 - Late Entry - Entered Mode 1 at 10:35

*/sf/May31, 1989 7:18 AM
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Part B OR@4 240

Which of the followingwould result in a Safety LimitViolation (assume: 3 Loop

Operation)? (1.0 pts.)

ao T~ye —640 F
RCS Pressure = 2770 psig
Reactor power = 70%

b. T~ye = 630 F

RCS Pressure = 2290 psig
Reactor power = 70%

C. T~ye = 620 F
RCS Pressure =, 2305 psig
Reactor power = 80%

d. T~ye = 615 F
RCS Pressure = 1840 psig
Reactor Power = 50%

*/sf/May31, 19897:18 AM
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STATIC EXAMINATION INITIAL CONDITIONS

15 MINUTES AGO, PLANT CONDITIONS WERE AS FOLLOWS-

3A ICW PUMP 0. 0. S.
RCS ACTIVITY INCREASING SLOWLY, CHEMISTRY PERFORMING
RCS ACTIVITY SAMPLES ON A ONCE PER 2 HOUR PERIODICITY

ALL OTHER PLANT CONDITIONS CURRENTLY INDICATED ON THE
CONTROL BOARD HAVE OCCURRED IN THE LAST 15 MINUTES.



(1.Q pts.)
List the 2 signals which could have caused the auto start of the AFWPUMPS?

Ans: Lo-Lo S/G level (0.5) and SI (0.5)

Ref: Control Board Indications

ALS~ A4C KPT ~lcq QIC~q

I/IN IRON.ATION
6-8-g'I

K/Ag 061-000K4.02 (4.5/4.6)
000-054EA2.03 (4.1/4.2)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 11
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(1.0 pts.)

List the critical safety functions that are not fullysatisfied, (ARE NOT GREEN
PATHS).

Ans: HeatSink, (.5) CoreCooling (0.5)

Ref: Control Board Indications, EOP-F-0

K/A4 000-027GEN.11 (3.4/3.3)

Static Exam - NRC STAT ll



(1.0 pts.)
IfSI termination criteria were to be checked now, the criteria would:

a. Not be met

b. Be met for the existing conditions

C. Be met when RCS subcooling based on CET"s exceeds 30'F

d. Be met when Pressurizer level exceeds 50%

Ans: a. Not be met (1.0)

Ref: 3-EOP-E-l

K/Ag '00-054EK3.04 (4.4/4.6)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 11

+/sf/May 24.! 9S9 9:40 A l!



(1.0 pts.)
What would be the proper action for the RO to take in order to stop the RCS

depressurization?

6-g.gq
Ans: Close the PORV block valve, MOVE. (1.0)

Ref: 3-EOP-E-0

K/Ag 000-008EA2.09 (3.6/3.7)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 11

i >f/May24 ~
a".-...-'". ' ! 136



(1.0 pts.)

Loop B T~„< bT indication is not consistent with the other RCS loop T~«bT
indications. Which of the followingcould cause this indication?

a. Th failed low

b. Tc failed low

C. Th failed high

d. Tc failed high

Ans: d. Tc failed high (1.0)

Ref: Control Board Indications

KIACK 002-020K5.09 (3.6!3.9)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 11



(1.0 pts.)

Prior to the trip, the BOP received the followingalarm annunciators C2/2 and C6/2.-

What caused S/G level to be higher than program level?

Ans: Feed regulating, valve failed open. (1.0)

Ref'ontrol Board Indications

K/Ag 000-054EA2.05 (3.5/3.7)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 11

' 'y 24, 1989 9:40 ~.'!



(1.0pta.) OT j9 k-l.t9
An~DELTAT Turbine runback occurred prior to the trip: What parameter
change caused the runback?

ac Reactor power increasing

b. Delta T Increasing

c. Delta fluxdecreasing

d. Pressurizer pressure decreasing

Ans: d. Pressurizer pressure decreasing (1.0)

Ref: DDPS Printout, Control Board Indications

K/A¹ 000-003EK3.03 (3.4/3.7)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 11

*/sf'..f,<'4. 19n9 9 '0 At t 139



(1.0 pts.)

Inward rod motion prior to the trip is indicated on the Bank "D"recorder. The rods-
were in Auto at that time. What; caused the rods to move in?

Ans: T<yg - T«r deviation from instrument failure (1.0)

Ref: Control Board Indications

K/A¹ 000-003EA1.06 (4.0/4.1)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 111



(1.0 pts.)

What initiating condition (malfunction) caused the low pressure condition?

Ans: PT-445 fail high (1.0) ~

Ref: Control Board Indications

K/A¹ 000-008EA2.03 (3.9/3.9)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 11

,'1 l > ~ Qq 1 /$ 9 4. eA





(1.0 pts.)
Ifoffsite power were to be lost, and the "B"EDG failed to sta'it, an eventual increase
in CCW temperature would occur due to which one of the followingconditions:

a. AllCCW pumps would be lost

b.

C.

AllICW pumps would be lost

Intake temperature control valve fails closed

d. RHR system in operation

Ans: b. AllICW pumps would be lost (1.0)

Ref: Control Board Indications

K/A4 000-056EA1.07/ EA1.09 (3.2/3,2), (3.3/3.3)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 11



(1.0 pts.)
Ifthe pressurizer pressure recorder were se'lected to the alternate channel
(PC-444A), what would be the expected reading on the recorder.

Ans: 1700 psig. (oQ'scale low) (1.0)

Ref: Control Board Indication

K/A¹ 000-008EA2.01 (3.9/4.2)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 11
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(1.0 pts.)
Explain whether the Unit 4 SI pumps are required to be in s'ervice at this time.

Ans: The Unit4 pumps are required to be in service, due to the failure of the 3A SI
Pump to start (2 pumps required). (1.0)

Ref: Control Board Indication

K/A4 000-008EK3.03 (4.1/4.6)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 11
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STATIC EXAMINATION INITIAL CONDITIONS

15 MINUTES AGO, PLANT CONDITIONS HERE AS FOLLOHS:

3A ICH PUMP 0. 0. S.
RCS ACTIVITY INCREASING SLOHLY, CHEMISTRY PERFORMING
RCS ACTIVITY SAMPLES ON A ONCE PER 2 HOUR PERIODICITY

ALL OTHER PLANT CONDIT IONS CURRENTLY INDICATED ON THE
CONTROL BOARD HAVE OCCURRED IN THE LAST 15 MINUTES.



(1.0 pts.)
Assuming that boron concentration has not changed from its value at 100% power,
M.O.L., prior to the transient, choose the most correct statement with respect to

reactivity effects from Tpyg changing during the transient

cHRHc~e. )e gg 6-~-zg
a. Negative net effect due to-imtmk-Tppg

b.
C(AAIIGR I< Qg p-g-gg

Positive net effect due to mithd-Tppg

C. No effect due to change in power defect

d. No effect due to change in MTC

Ans: b. Positive net effect due to initialTzpg (1.0)

Ref: Core Physics Manual
S

K/A0 000-003EK1.03 (3.5/3.8)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 13

/sf/M>.: ".g ! n: c s.gO AM 122



(1.5 pts.) HAv < B~ZN jg(-4-Z>
Circle the reactor protection I safeguards trips which~affected by the failure of
PT-486.

a.

b.

C.

d.

Steamline high b,P S.I.
High steam flowS.I.
High steam generator level
Steam flow/ feed flow reactor trip

Ans:, a.

d.

Steamline high bP S.I.

High steam flowS.I.
Steam flow/ feed flow reactor trip

(0.5)

(0.5)

(0.5)

Ref: 5610-T-0-188 Sht. 1 OF 1

K/Ag 012-000K4.02 (3.9/4.3)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 13



(1.0 pts.)
List which rods must be placed in disconnect to allow the recovery of the dropped rod.

Ans: H4 (0.25)

D4 8, (0.25)

g$ g-a-Eq M~ (0.25)

H8 (0.25)

Ref: Control Rod Disconnect Box

K/Ag 000-003EA1.02 (3.6/3.4)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 13

* .-."D'lay 24, 1999 9 40 AM 124



(1.0 pts.)
Chemistry informs you that RCS Activityis 220 pc/cc DE I-131. Classify this event.
List applicable level, paragraph and item number.

Ans: Unusual Event (0.5)
EP-20101 Table 1 paragraph 8 - Fuel Element Failure (0.5)

Ref: Control Board Indications, EP-20101

K/Ag 000-076EK3.06 (3.2/3.8)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 13

125



(1.0 pts.)
Given current plant conditions what would be the consequences ofPT-466 failing
low? (Assume No Operator Actions are Taken)

a.

b.

High AP SI

High Steam Flow SI

c. No effect maintain power operations

d. T/S Condition 3.0.1. met, plant S/D required.

Ans: d. T/S Condition 3.0.1. met, plant S/D required. (1.0)
(Cannot remove the channel from service without initiating
protective action)

Ref: 5610-T-0-188 Sht. 1 of 1

K/Ag 012-000K4.01 (3.7/4.0)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 13

+ >!ay 24, 1989 9'40 AM 126



( 1.5 pts.)
Given all current plant conditions, circle each of the below listed ONOP'S which may
be applicable at this time.

aO ONOP-028.3 - Dropped RCC

b. ONOP-04 1 .3 - Excessive RCS Leakage

C. ONOP-04 1 .4 - Excessive RCS Activity

d. ONOP-059.4 - Excessive AxialFlux Difference

e. ONOP-059.8 - Power Range NIS Malfunction

ONOP-089 - Turbine Runback

(NOTE: More than one answer may be correct)
6-a-8<i

Ans:a,c,& f (0.5 each) t~~~" A<C.E~T~euT lcr;qUIRr..~~ 4f F

Proportional grading applies for incorrect answers.

Ref: ONOP Books, Plant Conditions

K/A¹ 000-003EK3.04 (3.8 / 4. 1 )

0 15-0 00A1 .04 /A1 .05 (3.5 / 3.7) (3.7 / 3.9)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 13

* i n lay 24 1gpn 0 .n < ys 1 27



(1.0 pts.)
Explain whether emergency boration is required due to present plant conditions.

Ans: Emergency boration is required due to extra low rod insertion limit (1.0)

Ref: Control Board Indications, ONOP-059.4

K/A¹ 001-050A2.06 (3.6/4.0)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 13

*<-:",i~fav24, 1989 9:40 AM 1'2S



(1.0 pts.)
Iftwo additional rods were to fall into the core, what action would be required?

Ans: Manually trip the reactor. (1.0)

Ref: ONOP-028.3

K/A¹ 000-003EK3.04 (3.8/4.1)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 13

'.- .'4,19899:40AM



(0.5 pts.)
What, turbine control oil system is currently in control of turbine load?

Ans: Load Limit (0.5)

Ref: Control Board Indications

K/Ag 000-003EK3.03 (3.4/3.7)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 13



(1.0 pts.)
Allpressurizer heaters are energized. This is as a result ofwhich of the following:.

aO Insurge to the pressurizer

b. Low pressurizer pressure

C. Manual operator action

d. Low pressurizer level deviation

Ans: b. Low pressurizer pressure (1.0)

Ref: Control Board Indications

K/Ag 010-000A4.02 (3.6/3.4)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 13



(1.0 pts.)

Given current plant conditions, explain the operator actions required to clear
annunciator C 8/3.

Ans: Steam dump to condenser mode select switch to reset (1.0)

Ref: Control Board indications

K/Ag 000-003EK3.03 (3.4/3.7)

Static Exam - NRC STAT 13
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2.

3.
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E"

Fillin the date on the cover sh'eet ofthe examination, ifnecessary.

4. Answer each question on the examination. Ifadditional paper is required, use only the
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problem, whether asked for in the question or not.

'.

Unless solicited, the location ofreferences need not be stated.

9.

10.

Partial credit may be given. Therefore, ANSWER ALLPARTS OF THE QUESTION AND
DO NOT LEAVEANYANSWERS BLANK.

'I

Proportional grading willbe applied. Any additional wrong information that is provided
may count against you. Fore example, ifa question is worth one (1) point and asks for four
responses, each of which is worth 0.25 points, and you give five responses, each. of your

n,

responses willbe worth 0.20 points. Ifone of your five responses is incorrect 0.20 willbe
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LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 1

Part B OR@ 4 20

On Unit @3 determine the amount ofreactivity necessary to overcome the power
defect change for a power increase from 50% to 100% power by choosing the correct
response. (Assume a boron concentration of500 ppm.) . (1.0 pt)

a.

b.

+ 647 PCM

+ 847 PCM

C.

d.

+927 PCM

+984 PCM

4/sf/May 31, 1989 9:39 AM



LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 2

Part B ORQP 34

Unit3 is operating at 90% reactor power. Due to a temperature increase of the
circulating water the. condenser backpressure increases from 3.5 to 4.0 inches hg.
The output of the main generator would: (1.0 pt)

a. decrease from 608 Mwe to 595 Mwe.

b. increase from 595 Mwe to 608 Mwe.

C. would remain approximately constant because the turbine control
valves would respond to maintain load.

d. decrease from 660 Mwe to 595 Mwe.

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM



LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 3

PartB ORE@ 14

Given the followingconditions:
Unit 3 in Mode 4 and on RHR
'A'HRPP is cleared for maintenance
'B'CP is running, 'A'nd 'C'CP's shutdown
RCS conditions: Tavg = 300'F

Pressure = 277 psig
Przr level = 52%

VCT pressure = 30 psig, VCT level in normal range
'A'harging Pp in service ('B'nd 'C'harging Pps both cleared for
maintenance)
CCW system in normal Mode 4 lineup with no maintenance in progress.

Based on the above conditions which one of the followingis most correct if '3A'480
VoltLoad Center feeder breaker trips open (Breaker fault). Allother Load Centers
remain energized.

(1.0 pt.)

a. No operator action willresult in a RCP Seal LeakoffHigh Flow
Alarm.

b. No operator action willresult in 'B'CP Motor Bearing High
Temperature.

C. Above conditions would allow continued operation of 'B'CP.

d. RCP 'B'hould be tripped immediately because ofRCP Shaft Seal

Water Low b,P.

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM





LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 4

Part B OR@I 48

InitialConditions:
The RCS was drained to 3 ft. below the vessel flange. The running RHR pump starts
to exhibit oscillations in motor amps and flow.

Which one ofthe followingis correct? (1.0 pts,)

a. Start the standby RHR pump and secure the running RHR pump.

b. Raise RCS level by cycling the ALTLow Head, MOV-872 open and
closed.

C. Stop the running RHR pump 'and restore RCS level.

d. Start the standby RHR pump at minimum flow.

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM



LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 5

PartB ORE@ 64

The unit is operating steady state at 50% power when the controlling pressurizer
level channel fails high. Assuming no operator action, which of the following
automatic sequence ofactions would take place. (The assumption is all systems
function as designed.) (1.0 pt)

ao - Chg. Pp. speed initiall'yincreases
- Actual Pzr level increases
- Chg. Pp. speed then decreases
- Actual Pzr level then steadies out at a new level
- Plant operates at steady state

b. - Chg. Pp. speed decreases
- Actual Pzr level decreases
- Letdown isolation occurs at 14% Pzr level
- Heaters go off
- Actual Pzr level increases
- Reactor Trips on 2/3 Pzr High Level

C. - Chg. Pp. speed decreases
- Allheaters come on due to Pzr level >5% above program
- Actual Pzr level begins to decrease
- Actual Pzr level decreases until Reactor trip on 2/3 low pressurizer

level

d. - Charging Pp. speed remains constant
- Pzr High Level alarm received
- Actual Pzr level steadies out at a new level
- Plant remains steady state

4/sf/May 31, 1989 9:39 AM
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LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 6

PartB OR@4 74

While operating at 100% power, Turbine 1st Stage Pressure transmitter PT-447 fails
high followed by a high failure ofNIS Power Range Channel 4 (N-44). Which one of
the followingstatements is correct with the given conditions. (1.0 pt)

a. Due to the failures the unit willbe removed from service.

b. Even with the failures the rod control system continues to function
properly in automatic.

C. Due to the failures, a manual turbine trip can be performed at 8%

power and the reactor willnot trip.

d. Even with the failures, Permissive P-8 functions normally.

0/sf/May 31, 1989 9:39 AM



LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 7

Part B OR@@ 60

Given the followingconditions, which one of the followingstatements is correct.

Conditions
Chemistry Technician reports air ejector release concentration is 240 pci/cc.
PRMS - R-15 has alarmed.
Waste Gas Tank release is in progress
Unit is at 75% and load is being increased on a 1% per minute ramp.

(Pts. 1.0)

a. The Waste Gas Tank release should have been terminated due to

automatic action.

b. ONOP-041.3 Excessive RCS leakage" should be entered.

C. ONOP-071 "Steam generator tube leak" should be entered.

d. The Technical Support Center should be activated.

4/sf/May 31, 1989 9:39 AM



LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 8

PartB ORQP 67

During normal operations at power you are notified that I&Cwillbe working on the
auctioneered Tavg input to the steam dump to condenser system; specifically
temperature module TM-408. Which one of the followingwillbest prevent an
inadvertant steam dump valve opening, yet not eliminate any steam dump features
unnecessarily. (1.0 pt)

a. 'eave the switches in their present position.

b. Select Manual on the Mode Selector Switch and Auto on the Pressure
Control Station.

C. Select Manual on the Mode Selector Switch and the Pressure Control
Station.

d. Select Auto on the Mode Selector Switch and Manual on the Pressure

control Station

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM
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LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 9

Part B OR@4 38

Given both units are operating in Mode 1 and in a normal system alignment. Upon
the failure ofheat tracing circuits 57A and 57B, which one of the followingis the

appropriate course ofaction. (1.0 pt)

a. Initiate a plant work order; maintain Mode 1 operations

b. Within one hour, perform the followingrealignment and demonstrate
flowpath operability.

2)

Open valve 4-376, discharge from 4B BA transfer pump
bypassing the Unit4 BA filter
Close valve 4-348, Unit4 boric acid filteroutlet

C. Withinone hour make preparations for Unit4 shutdown and within 6

hours ensure Unit4 is in HOT STANDBY.

d. Commence repairs within 24 hours then ifnecessary enter into
Tech Spec. 3.0.1.

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM



LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 10

Part B OR@4 190

Select the correct response to the followingsituation:

At 1:00AMon January 1st the '4C'ital AC Inverter failed and its bus load

automatically swapped to the CVT. At6:00PM itwas decided the '4C'nverter could
not be repaired and the bus load was transferred to the Spare Inverter at that time.
Assuming no further equipment failures, how long may the unit operate in this
configuration. (1.0 pt)

a. No action required other than a PWO written to repair 4C vital
inverter. There are no time restraints associate'd with this inverter.

b. May operate for 24 hours from the time the transfer to the Spare

Inverter was made (6:00 PM) at which time corrective action must be

complete or be in HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following6 hours and at least COLD
SHUTDOWN within subsequent 24 hours.

C. May operate for 48 hours from the time the transfer to the Spare

Inverter was made (6:00 PM).

d. May operate for 7 days because one channel of QSPDS willbe out of
service from the time the transfer to the Spare Inverter was made

(6:00 PM).

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM



LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 13

PartB ORE@ 129

Which one of the followingstatements is correct? (1.0 pt)

During natural circulation conditions, core exit thermocouples (CET's): .

ao Read higher due to reduced flowpast detectors.

b. Provide indication of the adequacy of,core cooling:

C. Are faulty ifreading > 1000'F.

d. Are not accurate due to no flowcondition in instrument bypass loop.

+/sf/May 31, 1989 9:39 AM
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REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 14

Part B ORE@ 153

Emergency operating procedures provide guidelines for isolating faulted steam

generators and steam generators with tube ruptures. Which one of the following
statements about isolation ofsteam generators is correct. (1.0 pt)

a. Allfeedwater is isolated to a faulted steam generator regardless of
steam generator level.

b. Allfeedwater is'isolated to a steam generator with a tube rupture
regardless ofsteam generator level.

C. Ifa faulted steam generator is isolated and secondary radiation is

abnormal, transition to E-1 "Ioss ofReactor or Secondary Coolant"
should be made.

d.. Do not isolate a faulted steam generator sample lines because

subsequent procedural guidance requires steam generator activity
samples on the faulted steam generator.

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM



LOCT 88/89

REMEDIALSRO TRAININGFINAL

05/23/89
Page 15

Part B ORQg 250

ASafety Injection has occurred. Afterexiting E-O, Reactor trip or Safety Injection,
the followingset ofconditions is observed relevant to the Critical Safety Functions
(CSF's):

Subcriticality: NI-41 through NI-44 are all less than 5%. Intermediate
Range startup rate is equal to + 0.2 DPM.

Core Cooling: No RCPs are in service.

Core ExitThermocouples read 700'F
RCS subcooling based on Core ExitThermocouples is 30'F

RVLMS indicates a 50% level.

'eat

Sink: AllSteam Generator levels are indicating 5% Narrow Range.
Main Feed Water Pumps are tripped.
Auxiliaryfeed water flows are:

S/G 'A'. Total flow 125 GPM

S/G 'B': Total flow 125 GPM

S/G 'C'. Total flow 100 GPM

Containment: Containment Pressure = 3.0 psig
Containment Recir. Sump. Level = 400 inches

The other CSF status trees indicate only green or yellow paths.

Which procedure would you enter and why? (2.opt .)

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM
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Part B ORQ4 255

The plant is responding to a small-break LOCA in accordance with EOP E-l, 'Loss of
Reactor or Secondary Coolant'. Pressurizer level has risen continuously, even

though the RCS pressure has been dropping steadily. AllReactor Coolant Pumps
are in operation.

Which one of the following'leak locations is consistent with the plant conditions just
described? (1.0 pt)

a. Failure ofa weld on RCP 'B'ischarge piping.

b. Failure ofpressurizer PORV in a fullopen position.

C.

d.

Failure ofcharging header connection to the RCS.

Failure ofa weld on the pressurizer liquid space sample line.

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM
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Part B ORQg 266

Select the one correct response based on the following: (1.0 pts,)

During FR-C.l (Response to Inadequate Core Cooling) ifattempts to establish
adequate core cooling using the HHSI system are ineffective, the intact SGs are

depressurized to 90 psig and then to atmospheric pressure.

The SGs are depressurized:

aO To allow use of the condensate pumps to supply feedwater to the SGs.

b. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves core cooling by heat
removal due to boiling.

C. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves the abilityofthe
RHR Pumps and Accumulators to deliver cooling to the core.

d. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves the abilityof the SI

systems to add negative reactivity from borated water to insure
adequate shutdown.

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM
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Part B ORQg 267

In FR-C.1, Response to Inadequate Core Cooling, ifCET temperatures are above

1200 degrees, the operator is directed in Step 18 to "Start available RCPs as

necessary until CETs less than 1200 degrees".

Explain whether RCP's should be started ifRCP support conditions cannot be

established. (1.0 ts.)( ~ p

4/sf/May 31, 1989 9:39 AM
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Part B ORQg 270

APrimary LOCAhas occurred inside ofUnit 3 containment. The operating team is
implementing E-O, Rx Trip/Safety Injection. The followingunit conditions exist:

Containment Pressure is 10 psig
Containment Radiation level is 1.4 x 105 R/hr
RCS temperature is 508 degrees

RCS pressure is 1135 psig
Total HHSI flow to the core is 300 gpm.

Which one of the followingis correct? (1.0 pt)

a. RCPs should be tripped because RCS subcooling is 42'F.

b. RCPs should not be tripped because RCS subcooling is >25'F.

C. RCPs should be tripped because Phase "B"isolation has occurred.

d. RCPs should be tripped because subcooling is (25'F.

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM
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PartB ORE@ 237

a. Classify the followingevent. Specify the highest classifications, the category
and part used to make the classification (e.g. classified as "Site Area
Emergency" from category 12 'Loss ofPower Conditions'art 2.) (1.0 pt.)

Conditions:
~ Large break LOCA in progress
~ Containment Pressure had spiked to 30 psig and is being lowered by

Containment Spray
~ Phase 'A'nd Phase 'B'roperly activated
~ Both CHRRM channels read 3 X 103 R/hr
~ Both HHSI and RHR pump flowmeters indicate flow to core
~ Calculations show dose at site b'oundary to be 10 Rem Whole Body and

20 Rem Thyroid

b. With regard to the above event, which one ofthe followingPARs is correct?

(1.0 pt.)

Evacuate all sectors 0-2 miles, evacuate 2-10 miles downwind
sectors, shelter remaining sectors.

2. Evacuate all sectors 0-2 and 2-5 miles, evacuate downwind
and shelter remaining sectors 5-10 miles.

3. Shelter all sectors 0-10 miles

4. Evacuate downwind sectors and shelter remaining sectors 0-

10 miles.

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM
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Part B ORQk 381

Which one of the followingdescribes a condition in which QPTR Tech. Spec.

limitations are exceeded. (1.0 pt)

ao The reactor is at 100% power and QPTR = 1.01

b. While the reactor was at 100% power, QPTR was determined to be

1.08. Ninety (90) minutes after the determination reactor power is
reduced to 90% and NIS power range High Flux setpoints reduced to

98%.

c. The reactor is at 45% power. QPTR has been determined to be 1.03

but the OPbT, OTET, and NIS Power Range setpoints have been

reduced to 55%.

d. QPTR was determined to be 1.04 but 90 minutes later Fq and FgH
were verified to be within limits and reactor power was reduced from
100% power to 91% power.

*/sf/May31, 1989 9:39 AM
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Part B OR@@ 383

Classify the followingevent. Specify the highest classification, category and part
used to make the classification (e.g. classified as "Unusual Event" from category 2

Primary Leakage/LOCA Part 3 )

Both Units are operating at 100% reactor power. 'A'mergency Diesel
Generator (EDG) is out ofservice for fuel pump repairs. A loss ofall offsite
AC power occurs and 'B'DG fails to auto start. Ten minutes later, the
turbine operator is able to locally start and load 'B'DG.

0/sf/May 31,'1989 9:39 AM
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PartB ORE@ 297

(1.0 pt.)
The remotely operated steam generator blowdown isolation valve, CV-4-6275B,

failed shut. Which one of the followingcorrectly describes the actions required.

a. This valve must be de-energized within 4 hours, then normal
operations can continue.

b. Since the valve failed shut, the affected penetration is isolated and,
therefore normal operations can continue.

C. Automatic isolation valve 4-CV6278B must be shut within 4 hours.

d. The Key Lock Switch on VPB for 4-6275B must be placed in the

Bypass position within 4 hours, then normal operation can continue.

4/sf/May 31, 1989 9:39 AM
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Part B OR@@ 259

The reactor is in Mode 3 in preparation for reactor startup. The Intermediate Range
Nuclear Instrumentation Analog Channel Operational Test has just been completed.

A review of the results indicates that the final 'as-left'etting for the Intermediate
Range neutron flux trip for Channel N36 is equivalent to 28% power.

Which one ofthe followingstatements describes the required actions for this
situation? (1.0 pt)

ao Correct the level trip setpoint to the current equivalent to 25% rated
thermal power prior to increasing thermal power above the P-6

setpoint.

b. Correct the level trip setpoint to the current equivalent to 25% rated
thermal power prior to exceeding 25% Power.

C. Correct the level trip setpoint to the current equivalent to 25% rated

thermal power prior to increasing thermal power above the P-10

setpoint.

d. Place Channel N36 in a tripped condition within 2 hours, then

proceed with the startup

4/sf/May 31, 1989 9:39 AM
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PartBORQ0 20

On Unit 83 determine the amount ofreactivity necessary to overcome the power
defect change for a power increase from 50% to 100% power by choosing the correct

response. (Assume a boron concentration of500 ppm.) . (1.0 pt)

ao

b.

C.

d.

Ans: b.

+ 647 PCM

+847 PCM

+927 PCM

+984 PCM

+847 PCM

(100 - 50%)

(1774pcm - 927pcm)
= 847pcm
From curve book

Ref: PCB Unit 43 Section IIFigure 6A

K/A: f192004.K1.13(2.9/2.9)

LPg 0010, Appendix E, EO 2

Est. Time ofCompletion 2 min.

*/ks/sf:May 16, 1989 9:59 AM 25



Part B OR@4 34

Unit 3 is operating at 90% reactor power. Due to a temperature increase of the
circulating water the condenser backpressure increases from 3.5 to 4.0 inches hg.
The output of the main generator would: (1.0 pt)

a. decrease from 608 Mwe to 595 Mwe.

b. increase from 595 Mwe to 608 Mwe.

c. would remain approximately constant because the turbine control
valves would respond to maintain load.

d. decrease from 660 Mwe to 595 Mwe.

Ans:
a. decrease from 608 Mwe to 595 Mwe.

Ref: Unit 3 PCB Section I Figure 1

K/A@045000 K5.05(1.9/2.1)

LP@3502077, EO-11

Est. Time ofCompletion 2 min.

+/ks/sf:May 16, 1989 9:59 AM 40



PartB ORQg 14

Given the followingconditions:
Unit 3 in Mode 4 and on RHR
'A'HRPP is cleared for maintenance
'B'CP is running, 'A'nd 'C'CP's shutdown
RCS conditions: Tavg = 300'F

Pressure = 277 psig
Przr level = 52%

VCT pressure = 30 psig, VCT level in normal range
'A'harging Pp in service ('B'nd 'C'harging Pps both cleared for
maintenance)
CCW system in normal Mode 4 lineup with no maintenance in progress.

Based on the above conditions which one ofthe followingis most correct if '3A'480
VoltLoad Center feeder breaker trips open (Breaker fault). Allother Load Centers
remain energized.

(1.0 pt.)

a. No operator action willresult in a RCP Seal LeakoffHigh Flow
Alarm.

b. No operator action willresult in 'B'CP Motor Bearing High
Temperature.

C. Above conditions would allow continued operation of 'B'CP.

d. RCP 'B'hould be tripped immediately because ofRCP Shaft Seal

Water Low h,P.

Ans:
C.

*/ks/sf:May 16, 1989 9:59 AM 16



Part B ORQ¹ 14 (cont.)

Ref: ONOP-1108.1, 3-OP-041.1, Dwg. 5610T-E-4503 Sh. 1

K/A 003/000 A2.01
A2.02
Kl.03
A1.01

RO-3.5

RO-3.7

RO-3.3

RO-3.4

SRO 3.9

SRO-3.9

SRO-3.6

SRO-3.4

LP¹0802056, EO 3

Est. Time ofCompletion 5 min.

+/ks/sf:Msy 16, 1989 9:59 AM



Part B ORQg 48

InitialConditions:
The RCS was drained to 3 ft. below thy vessel flange. The running RHR pump starts
to exhibit oscillations in motor amps and flow.

Which one of the followingis correct? (1.0 pts.)

a. Start the standby RHR pump and secure the running RHR pump.

b. Raise RCS level by cycling the ALTLow Head, MOV-872 open and

closed.

C. Stop the running RHR pump and restore RCS level.

d. Start the standby RHR pump at minimum flow.

(1 point)
Ans: c.

Ref: ONOP-050, Step 5, 7, 8 & 14

K/A 006020 A4.01 (3.7/3.6)

005000 A4.01 (3.6/3.4)

LP8 6902619

Est. Time ofCompletion 5

min.'/ks/sf:May

31, 1989 8:14 AM 55



Part B ORQ@ 64

The unit is operating steady state at 50% power when the controlling pressurizer
level channel fails high. Assuming no operator action, which of the following
automatic sequence ofactions would take place. (The assumption is all systems
function as designed.) (1.0 pt)

ao - Chg. Pp. speed initiallyincreases
- Actual Pzr level increases
- Chg. Pp. speed then decreases
- Actual Pzr level then steadies out at a new level
- Plant operates at steady state

b. - Chg. Pp. speed decreases
- Actual Pzr level decreases
- Letdown isolation occurs at 14% Pzr level
- Heaters go off
- Actual Pzr level increases
- Reactor Trips on 2/3 Pzr High Level

C. - Chg. Pp. speed decreases
- Allheaters come on due to Pzr level )5% above program
- Actual Pzr level begins to decrease
- Actual Pzr level decreases until Reactor trip on 2/3 low pressurizer

level

d. - Charging Pp. speed remains constant
- Pzr High Level alarm received
- Actual Pzr level steadies'out at a new level
- Plant remains steady state

+/ks/sf:May 31, 1989 8:14 AM 73



PartB ORQ4 64(cont.)

Ans: b. - Chg. Pp. speed decreases
- Actual Pzr level decreases
- Letdown isolation occurs at 14% Pzr level
- Heaters go off
- Actual Pzr level increases
- Reactor Trips on 2/3 Pzr High Level

Ref: 5610-T-D-15

K/A: 012 000 A301, (3.8/3.9)

LP46902163, EO-2

Est, Time ofCompletion 2 min.

4/ks/sf:May 31, 1989 8:14 AM 74



PartB ORQg 74

While operating at 100% power, Turbine 1st Stage Pressure transmitter PT-447 fails
high followed by a high failure ofNIS Power Range Channel 4 (N-44). Which one of
the followingstatements is correct with the given conditions. (1.0 pt)

a. Due to the failures the unit willbe removed from service.

b. Even with the failures the rod control system continues to function
properly in automatic.

C. Due to the failures, a manual turbine trip can be performed at 8%

power and the reactor willnot trip.

d. Even with the failures, Permissive P-8 functions normally.

Ans: (1.0 pt)

d. Even with the failures, Permissive P-8 functions normally.

Ref: *-ONOP-59.7, Tech Specs, O-ADM-021, 5610-T-L1, Sh. 17, 16, 5610-T-D-12A

K/A: 015/000, K3.01, (3.9/4.3)

015/000, K1.01, (4.1/4.2)

EO-3, LP-0802057

Est. Time ofCompletion 5 min.

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:14 AM 86



PartB OR@@ 60

4

Given the followingconditions, which one of the followingstatements is correct.

Conditions
Chemistry Technician reports air ejector release concentration is 240 pci/cc.
PRMS - R-15 has alarmed.
Waste Gas Tank release is in progress
Unit is at 75% and load is being increased on a 1% per minute ramp.

(Pts. 1.0)

a. The Waste Gas Tank release should have been terminated due to

automatic action.

b. ONOP-041.3 'excessive RCS'leakage" should be entered,

C. ONOP-071 "Steam generator tube leak" should be entered.

d. - The Technical Support Center should be activated.

Ans: (1.0 pt)

C. ONOP-071 "Steam generator tube leak" should be entered.

+/ks/sf:May 31, 1989 8:14 AM 68



Part B ORE@ 60 (cont.)

Ref: 3-ONOP-067, Tech Specs, EP-20101, 3-ONOP-41.3, 3-ONOP-071

E/A: 000/060 EK3.01, (2.9/4.2)

EK3.03,(3.8/4.2)
EA2.01, (3.1/3.7)
SGA 12.0,(3.3/3.4)

EO-1, EO-2 and EO-3 LP-0802053

Est. Time ofCompletion 8 min.

*lks/sf:May31, 1989 8:14 AM 69



PartB ORE@ 67

During normal operations at power you are notified that I&Cwillbe working on the
auctioneered Tavg input to the steam dump to condenser system; specifically
temperature module TM-408. Which one of the followingwillbest prevent an

inadvertant steam dump valve opening, yet not eliminate any steam dump features
unnecessarily. (1.0 pt)

a. Leave the switches in their present position.

b. Select Manual on the Mode Selector Switch and Auto on the Pressure
Control Station.

C. Select Manual on the Mode Selector Switch and the Pressure Control
Station.

d. Select Auto on the Mode Selector Switch and Manual on the Pressure
control Station

Ans:
b. (Provides pressure control feature)

Ref: 5610-T-Ll Sh. 22A

K/A: 041 020 K6.03, (2.7/2.9)

041 020 A4.04, (2.7/2.7)

041 0 7, (2.8/3.0)

LP@6902909, EO-3

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

4/ks/sf:May 31, 1989 8:14 AM 78



Part B ORQ4 38

Given both units are operating in Mode 1 and in a normal system alignment. Upon
the failure ofheat tracing circuits 57A and 57B, which one of the followingis the
appropriate course ofaction. (1.0 pt)

a.

b.

Initiate a plant work order; maintain Mode 1 operations

Withinone hour, perform the followingrealignment and demonstrate
flowpath operability.

2)

1) Open valve 4-376, discharge from 4B BA transfer pump
bypassing the Unit 4 BA filter
Close valve 4-348, Unit4 boric acid filteroutlet

C. Within one hour make preparations for Unit4 shutdown and within 6

hours ensure Unit4 is in HOT STANDBY.

d. Commence repairs within 24 hours then ifnecessary enter into
Tech Spec. 3.0.1.

Ans:
C.

Grader Note:
Ckts 57A & 57B service the line running from the Unit4 BA filter
outlet to the blender. Blockage of this line removes all sources of
concentrated acid to Unit4.

Ref: 5610-M-420-300, sheet 6

5610-T-E-4505, sheet 5

Technical Specification 3.6

O-ONOP-046.3, Loss ofBoration Flowpaths

K/A004000K1.16 (3.3/3.5)

K/A004000K2.07 (2.7/3.2)

K/A004SGK05(3.1/3.7)

LP46910233, EO 4, EO 5

Est. Time ofCompletion 8 min.

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:14 AM 44
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Part B ORQ@ 190

Select the correct response to the followingsituation:
'

At 1:00AM on January 1st the '4C'ital AC Inverter failed and its bus load
automatically swapped to the CVT. At6:00PM itwas decided the '4C'nverter could

not be repaired and the bus load was transferred to the Spare Inverter at that time.
Assuming no further equipment failures, how long may'he unit operate in this
configuration. (1.0 pt)

al No action required other than a PWO written to repair 4C vital
inverter. There are no time restraints associated with this inverter.

b. May operate for 24 hours from the time the transfer to the Spare

Inverter was made (6:00 PM) at which time corrective action must be

complete or be in HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following6 hours and at least COLD
SHUTDOWN within subsequent 24 hours.

C. May operate for 48 hours from the time the transfer to the Spare
Inverter was made (6:00 PM).

d. May operate for 7 days because one channel ofQSPDS willbe out of
service from the time the transfer to the Spare Inverter was made

(6:00 PM).

Ans: d. May operate for 7 days because one channel ofQSPDS willbe out of
service from the time the transfer to the Spare Inverter was made

(6:00 PM).

*/ks/sf:May 16, 1989 9:08 AM 204



Part 3 OR@@ 190 (cont.)

Ref: 5610-T-E-1592
0-ADM-021 Table 3.3.6 pg. 3-4g
OP-003.1

K/A 012000 K1.01 (3.3/3.7)

LP46902139 EO13

Est. Time ofCompletion 12 min.

0/ks/sf:May 16, 1989 9:0$ AM 205
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Part B OR@¹ 129

Which one of the followingstatements is correct? (1.0 pt)

During natural circulation conditions, core exit thermocouples (CET's): .

ao Head higher due to reduced flowpast detectors.

b. Provide indication of the adequacy ofcore cooling.

C. Are faulty ifreading ) 1000'F.

d. Are not accurate due to no flowcondition in instrument bypass loop.

Ans:
b. Provide indication of the adequacy ofcore cooling.

Ref: Basis ES0.2

K/A 002000 A1.13 (3.4/4.0)

000011 EK1.01 (4.1/4.4)

000011 EA2.10 (4.5/4.7)

017020 A1.01 (3.7/3.9)

LP¹3502073 EO 7 & 9

Est. Time ofCompletion 1 min

*/ks/sf:May 16, 1989 9:32 AM 140



Part B ORQ¹ 153

Emergency operating procedures provide guidelines for isolating faulted steam
generators and steam generators with.tube ruptures. Which one of the following
statements about isolation ofsteam generators is correct. (1.0 pt)

a. Allfeedwater is isolated to a faulted steam generator regardless of
steam generator level.

b. Allfeedwater is isolated to a steam generator with a tube rupture
regardless ofsteam generator level.

C. Ifa faulted steam generator is isolated and secondary radiation is

abnormal, transition to E-1 "Loss ofReactor or Secondary Coolant"
should be made.

d. Do not isolate a faulted steam generator sample lines because

subsequent procedural guidance requires steam generator activity
'I

samples on the faulted steam generator.

Ans: a. Allfeedwater is isolated to a faulted steam generator regardless of
steam generator level.

Ref: EOP-E2, EOP-E-3

K/A 000037 SGA11 (3.9/4.1)

000037 SGA12 (3.5/3.8)

000040 SGA11 (4.1/4.3)

000040 SGA12 (3.8/4.1)

LP¹0063-OL App. Z EO-12

Est. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*/ks/sf:May 16, 1989 9:08 AM 166



Part B ORQ4 250

A Safety Injection has occurred. After exiting E-O, Reactor trip or Safety Injection,
the followingset ofconditions is observed relevant to the Critical Safety Functions
(CSF's):

Sub criticality: NI-41 through NI-44 are all less than 5%. Intermediate
Range startup rate is equal to + 0.2 DPM.

Core Cooling: No RCPs are in service.
Core ExitThermocouples read 700'F
RCS subcooling based on Core ExitThermocouples is 30'F
RVLMS indicates a 50% level.

Heat Sink: AllSteam Generator levels are indicating 5% Narrow Range.
Main Feed Water Pumps are tripped.
Auxiliaryfeed water flows are:

S/G'A'. Total flow 125 GPM
S/G 'B'. Total flow 125 GPM
S/G'C': Total

flow

10 GPM

Containment: Containment Pressure = 3.0 psig
Containment Recir. Sump. Level = 400 inches

The other CSF status trees indicate only green or yellow paths.

Which procedure would you enter and why? (2.0 pts.)

Ans: Procedure FR-H.1, Response to Loss ofSecondary Heat Sink, should be

entered. This is highest priorityRed Path.

+/kslsf:May 31, 1989 8:33 AM 259



Part B ORQP 250 (cont.)

Ref: EOP F-0

K/A 000054 SGA11 (3.4/3.3)

LPg 0063-OL, App. CC, EO10

Est. Time ofCompletion 5 min.

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:33 AM 260



Part B ORQk 255

The plant is responding to a small-break LOCA in accordance withEOP E-1, 'Loss of
Reactor or Secondary Coolant'. Pressurizer level has risen continuously, even

though the RCS pressure has been dropping steadily. AllReactor Coolant Pumps
are in operation.

Which one ofthe followingleak locations is consistent with the plant conditions just
described? (1.0 pt)

a. Failure ofa weld on RCP 'B'ischarge piping.

b. Failure ofpressurizer PORV in a fullopen position.

C. Failure ofcharging header connection to the RCS.

d.
I

Failure ofa weld on the pressurizer liquid space sample line.

Ans: b.

Ref: 5610-T-E-4501

EOP E-1

E/A 000008 EA2.20 (3.4/3.6)

LP40063-OL, App. S, EO8

Est. Time ofCompletion 1 min.

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:33 AM 265



Part B OR@4 266

Select the one correct response based on the following: (1.0 pts.)

During FR-C.l (Response to Inadequate Core Cooling) ifattempts to establish
adequate core cooling using the HHSI system are ineffective, the intact SGs are

depressurized to 90 psig and then to atmospheric pressure.

The SGs are depressurized:

ao To allow use of the condensate pumps to supply feedwater to the SGs.

b. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves core cooling by heat
removal due to boiling.

C. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves the abilityof the
RHR Pumps and Accumulators to deliver cooling to the core.

d. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves the abilityof the SI
systems to add negative reactivity from borated water to insure
adequate shutdown.

Ans: c. To cause the RCS to depressurize which improves the ability of the

RHR Pumps and Accumulators to deliver cooling to the core.

Ref: FR-C.1 (Response to Inadequate Core Cooling) Basis Document

K/A 000074 EK1.03 (4.5/4.9)

LPg0063-OL, App. MM,EO9

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.
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Part B ORE@ 267

In FR-C.1, Response to Inadequate Core Cooling, ifCET temperatures are above

1200 degrees, the operator is directed in Step 18 to "Start available RCPs as

necessary until CETs less than 1200 degrees".

Explain whether RCP's should be started ifRCP support conditions cannot be

established. (1.0 pts.)

Ans.

RCPs should be started even though support conditions cannot be

established. The RCPs are sacrificed to save the core.

Ref: FR-C.1/Basis Document

K/A 000074 EK3.07 (4.0/4.4)

000074 EK3.11 (4.0/4.4)

LPg0063-OL, App. MM,EO9

Est. Time ofCompletion 2 min.

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:33 AM



Part B ORQ4 270

APrimary LOCAhas occurred inside ofUnit 3 containment. The operating team is
implementing E-O, Rx Trip/Safety Injection. The followingunit conditions exist:

Containment Pressure is 10 psig
Containment Radiation level is 1.4 x 105 R/hr
RCS temperature is 508 degrees

RCS pressure is 1135 psig
Total HHSI flow to the core is 300 gpm.

Which one of the followingis correct? (1.opt)

a., RCPs should be tripped because RCS subcooling is 42'F.

b. RCPs should not be'tripped because RCS subcooling is ) 25'F.

C. RCPs should be tripped because Phase "B"isolation has occurred.

d. RCPs should be tripped because subcooling is <25'F.

Ans:
a. RCPs should be tripped because RCS subcooling is 42'F.

Ref: E-0 Foldout Page/Steam. Tables

K/A 000011 EK3.14 (4.1/4.2)

000009 EA2.01 (4.2/4.8)

017020 A4.02 (3.8/4.1)

000009 SGA 10 (4.3/4.3)

LP40063-OL, App. M, EO2

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.
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Part B ORQg 237

ao Classify the followingevent. Specify the highest classifications, the category
and part used to make the classification (e.g. classified as "Site Area
Emergency" from category 12 'Loss ofPower Conditions'art 2.) (1.0 pt.)

Conditions:
~ Large break LOCA in progress
~ Containment Pressure had spiked to 30 psig and is being lowered by

Containment Spray
~ Phase 'A'nd Phase 'B'roperly activated .

~ Both CHRRM channels read 3 X 10~ R/hr
~ Both HHSI and RHR pump flowmeters indicate flow to core
~ Calculations show dose at site boundary to be 10 Rem Whole Body and

20 Rem Thyroid

b. With regard to the above event, which one of the followingPARs is correct?
(1.0 pt.)

Evacuate all sectors 0-2 miles, evacuate 2-10 miles downwind
sectors, shelter remaining sectors.

2. Evacuate all sectors 0-2 and 2-5 miles, evacuate downwind
and shelter remaining sectors 5-10 miles.

3. Shelter all sectors 0-10 miles

4. Evacuate downwind sectors and shelter remaining sectors 0-

10 miles.

Ans: (2.0 pts)

ae

b.

GENERALEMERGENCY (.075) Category 2 part 1 (.025)

p~ Qdppe/' i,2,g

*/ks/sf:May31, 1989 8:33 AM 244



Part B ORE@ 237 (cont.)

Ref: E-Plan 20101 Table 1 & 2

K/A 194001 Al.16 (3.1/4.4)

LP@6902310 EO-10

Est. Time ofCompletion 10 min.

4/kslsf:May 31, 1989 8:33 AM 245



Part B ORE@ 381

Which one of the followingdescribes a condition in which,QPTR Tech. Spec.

limitations are exceeded. (1.0 pt)

ao The reactor is at 100% power and QPTR = 1.01

b. While the reactor was at 100% power, QPTR was determined to be

1.08. Ninety (90) minutes after the determination reactor power is
reduced to 90% and NIS power range High Flux setpoints reduced to

98%.

c. The reactor is'at 45% power. QPTR has been determined to be 1.03

but the OPbT, OTb,T, and NIS Power Range setpoints have been

reduced to 55%,

d. QPTR was determined to be 1.04 but 90 minutes later Fq and FgH
were verified to be within lim'its and reactor power was reduced from
100% power to 91% power.

Ans:
b.

Ref: 'DM-021, T.S. 3.2.6.h LER 87-18

K/A 015000 A1.04 (3.5/3.7)

LPAE 0802163 EO-6

Est. Time ofCompletion 12 min.

*isf:May17, 1989 1:16 PM 403



Part B OR@I 383

Classify the followingevent. Specify the highest classification, category and part
used to make the classification (e.g. classified as "Unusual Event" from category 2

Primary Leakage/LOCA Part 3 ) (1.0 pts.)

Both Units are operating at 100% reactor power. 'A'mergency Diesel
Generator (EDG) is out ofservice for fuel pump repairs. A loss ofall offsite
AC power occurs and 'B'DG fails to auto start. Ten minutes later, the
turbine operator is able to locally start and load 'B'DG.

Ans:
Site Area Emergency (0.75) Category 7 part 4 (0.25)

Ref: EP-20101 Table 1

K/A 000068 K1 (3.3/4.1)

LPAE 6902252 EO-7

Est. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*/sf:May 17, 1989 1:16 PM 405



Part B OR@4 297

(1.0 pt.)
The remotely operated steam generator blowdown isolation valve, CV-4-6275B,
failed shut. Which one of the followingcorrectly describes the actions required.

a. This valve must be de-energized within 4 hours, then normal
operations can continue.

b. Since the valve failed shut, the affected penetration is isolated and,
therefore normal operations can continue.

C. Automatic isolation valve 4-CV6278B must be shut within 4 hours.

d. The Key Lock Switch on VPB for 4-6275B must be placed in the

Bypass position within 4 hours, then normal operation can continue.

Ans:

a.

'ef:

TS - 3.3.3

K/A 103/GK5 (3.3/4.1)

LP@0063-OL, App. EE EO-8,3

Est. Time ofCompletion 5 min.

*/ks/sf/:May31, 1989 9:27 AM 305



Part 3 ORQ4 259

The reactor is in Mode 3 in preparation for reactor startup. The Intermediate Range
Nuclear Instrumentation Analog Channel Operational Test has just been completed.
A review of the results indicates that the final 'as-left'etting for the Intermediate
Range neutron flux trip for Channel N36 is equivalent to 28% power.

Which one ofthe followingstatements describes the required actions for this
situation? (1.0 pt)

a\ Correct the level trip setpoint to the current equivalent to 25% rated
thermal power prior to increasing thermal power above the P-6

setpoint.

b. Correct the level trip setpoint to the current equivalent to 25% rated
thermal power prior to exceeding 25% Power.

C. Correct the level trip setpoint to the current equivalent to 25% rated
thermal power prior to increasing thermal power above the P-10

setpoint.

Ans:

d. Place Channel N36 in a tripped condition within 2 hours, then
proceed with the startup

a. Correct the level trip setpoint to the current equivalent to

25% rated thermal power prior to increasing thermal power
above the P-6 setpoint.

Ref: 0-ADM-21 2.2.1, 3.3.1

K/A 015000 K3.01 (3.9/4.3)

LP4 0802057/6902510

Est. Time ofCompletion 4 min.
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lHKIN. QLR:IQKa The SN and the Reactor Control Operator OKO) ui I I~rate the ability to perfora ~ paar operations, and raymond to
abnoraa I plant condi ticks TN approved plant procehres ensuring that the health
axl safety of the public is protected and the intey ity of the plant eaIntained.
The KO chili recepize and log entry level conditions to the Technical
Specifications.

asaus IKtl%5.:

1.0 Oesonstrate the ability to aonhct plant paer operations, <nclud<ng the
ability to diagwee off kraal aonditiea and tie hke appropriate actions.

l

1.1 Gism pnxedures for plant peer operatiaa, and a Shift relief status
sheeti

a. Rmpxd to a Pnsarizer heater Iailue
b. Recogniza axl respord to a failure of PT~ lAN plant procechres
c. Reaxpiza and respond to a failure of a preserizer spray valve

to close.
d. Respond to an Sl fros lou pressurize'ressure.
e. Classify the event TN EP-20101 Table 1.

1.2 Given plant oonditiora durirg pl~t paer operatiora:

a. Identify abnoraalities by assessing actual systea ~eras with
respect to predicted systee response.

b. Investigate the case and effect of abnorealities insystea
perfoyance.

c. Tsplesent appl i cable procedures.
d. Perfora iaeediate actiea without referees to procure.

1.< ~ plant pouer operations using the following principles for
operatic' effectiveness as they apply to al I operators:
a. Plant and control roca ~ication
b. Plant/Ccntrol Board Noni toring
c. Piwt/Ccntroi Board lhnipulaticn
d. Illus'aticnal Problca.solving
e. Use of Normal/OFHaraal Procedjres/Iedaical Specif icatim
f. Use of 4ergency 6'ocares IAN Rules of Usage of the UP's.
g. Annunciator Recapition ard Response
h. Nrithn Cosalnications/logs

- i. At ARA Awareness

1.5 Conhct plmt paar operations using the fol lcuing prirxiples of
operational effectiveness as they apply to sqervisory parapet!

'0a. Tee Perforance mn gaeent
b. Problea Solving
c. Occision Aralysis
d. Action Plaming

1.6 The Shift Tednical Advisor 5IAI uil I deanstrate the ability to
provide diayusitic support to Operations persornel during OFHxraal
and Eeergency events and to advise the PS% of acticns required to
terairate or aiti~te the cmseyances of such events.

a. lhintain careness of plmt status, configuration,and alignsent
of systess/caspanents cscessary for safe operation asd shutdown.

b. Assess al I reactor trips and associated transients with regard to
safety.

c. Assist the PS-N in askari~ that applicable On/Off<ite notifica-
tiaa are sade.

d. Provide technical assistance during the following eventsc

1.3 Gi~ plant conditiaa durlrg plant poer aperatims, IRNIIFYand

INEI66 the appl icabl ~ arsite and of finite reports and

mtificatloni.

1. S1

1.7 The untrol roce teas shall deeonstrate the ability to apply tech-
nicpes presented <bring the TUN NRK Ale AMNIABII.TTYNorkshop that
contribute to effective teaa perforaaxe.
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EXERCISE SEPSIS

The Plant is in Node 1 arith reactor peer at 100X peer. A fail~e of the
prasurizer control heaters oem@. Fol lming this failue, a failue of P'f-444

occurs auaing the premrizsr sprays and PQN 455C to open. The RO takes
actiore to close the PIN and sprays and reestablish kraal pnesurizer
premre. (he of the spray valwa fails to clam, cajaing a ccntiaaus RCS

depressor ization. An OT ALTAT rurhack oocuri. Ran it becalm apfxmet to
(he operators that the dspreaerization is trwdiqg to the ltd pnesurizer
prauare reactor trip and SI, the operators trip the reactor and reqxxd IN E.-

0. The deprwsurization is stopped 4gn the RCP's ~fated with the shak open
spray valves are tripped at O'At'. Rectory acticns are lANE, hard ES-1.1.
Tim in core life is deterained by the EFPO elected hy 8» instnxtor. lhe
instnator should azure Bat coro ~(cy 4ta aade available to the operators
is caeistsnt with this selection, ~ «ercise is c~luded Aa plwt
anditiae are stabi lizsd in tM).1.

10CFR55M(c)(3)(i) IG1JIREO 1(ANIP(kATI86 IKf BY lHIS tMKISE

( ) - PRMRQER PRESSlIE HNF(KIffi

INS1QKIIIM. 1(AlERIN.S

Attendarxa sheet/Black ink pen/ Calculator
Coepleted Shift I reer Sheet
Cospleted appropriate sections of 3~301
lbrtirg copies of!

~1(8.? (FIG?,3) tlXS U)6
N'-01(8.? ORtMIX A-0
3-6I 30] - NT SfAMSY TO PS't'RAT196
3-KPW?00.] - SQEM 6 OF PlA)(f OtCXS N) RI%11(NXS
3-8 NN.? - PERfNIC f6fS, OKIS, N) lfERAI1% BGlJ-

TINS
3-l5NN).1 - RCO OAllY UI6$
AS%05 —SfNAf tVAIUAIINATfATQKl(IS

SflKMX(f E|BQS
- Me 1, 100K peer
- Premrizer heater aal fmctica
- Pf-444 fails hiP- 1%VISpray valves open PNV ard one spray valve are neet

by the RO
- RCS depressurizatim continues- Of (GIA I rurback
- Reactor trip - sarajal at console does rat fustian, VP '8"

is functional.
- Turbira fails to trip- SI o|xurs
- RCP secured
- Oapressurization stofped- Plant conditicns stabilized- End of Siaulator bercise

Page iv
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SSlRI:IN AQIVffES

tarot

Perfora the fol louing

" Bar@isa Overvim

- Student objectives

- Gorxhct of Shift

- Tsaa S i l ls/Coeeunicati are

- Shift Assigaemt

1IIrBr5tuei atmos

II~ GNKMX SINlA%I BHK tstiras
Start sisrlaticn

SMEHI ACl CAVITIES:

Perfors a astrol board mlkdesn, operating log revies axl
verbal ehift turrover xi thin 10 ~ inutes of beginning Se
exerc I sea

Shift Turnover
- Noreal plant lireup for 100X peter
- No scheduled OSP's
- "A" C6l Puep 0.0.S.
- "A" Charging P4ap 0.0.S.
- R-15 0.08.
- "8" AAI'S.S.
- NI6 0.08.
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SXMNllV 62 IRK'

SHEF KSNW'LDh RRSRQER KIXRGNMUR MLSK

- Ackmledgas arnnciator 8 3/1.
- Reports presa! izer control heater loss to N8i.
- Calls Huclear Operator to investigate problee siih heater control ler.

8.

Oirects RG/HP actions IQI MF-C%8.I4

- Oirects .that presare be control led by cycl ing backup heaters anal ly.- Cal ls IK to infore theo of pr*lee with pressurizer heaters.
- Gack for required acticn for aalfunction IN IMP Oil.5.

Coordinate Nuclear Operator response to the event.

Page 2



0111H.< Rev. 0

anVIIm.
GETHER.

Sle KQHll (WHNE KlIQNBNQR

" Reaxpize syapbas of a fai lue of PlW4.
- Atteept auual aetrol at Hag'ntroller PC-3-4%I.
- Close HN 455C

- blare that absent actions of MFHI.S are perforaed by the RO.

- Oirect lm actions to recover pressorizer presmre.
- Call mC to infora theo of the failed pressg izer presaae irstruaent.

Atteept recovery of presar izer presare IN MPW1.5
C

lhen Sprays and PNV indicate closed, direct N to reestablish raraal steady state plant
conditions

Stabi liae plant ccnditiona
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SHAH SR 88lTO 3

BIIB'anpfIIN: sm sa msasnm mwr menmm mmm

GBI TOE
NIIIQL NHIQL

SIEP SKP 85IIIN GNIOAIKACII H/%NVIlm

Realizes that RCS presswe is rat recovering and infores APSH.

Ihdxas that one or So pressurizer spray valves is stuck open and directs that the RO trip 8~
reactor and that Be iaeediate acticns for H) be carried out by the RO and SP

" Athept to trip the reactor froe the ccnsole, recognizes that reactor did not trip, goes to0'" and aaaal ly trips reactor there.

- Verifies Reactor trip, reaxpizes Oat be control rods are stuck out of the ca e.

Oirects NISP to perfore iaeediate acticns of fW.

Perfore imaediate actions of 8&EN.

- Verify turbine trip, turbine fails to trip, anally trips hrbine

- Verify poem to OV buses.
- Geek if SI is actuated.
- Verify Feaster Isolation
- Verify Ccntairwnt Isolation Phase A.
" Verify AfN puaps runing.
" Varfiy SI puaps nrning.

- Verify 2 of 3 CS puaps nsning, recognizes that cnly 1 CN puap is runing - aamaally
-starts Be "8" CS puep.

- Verify 2 of 3 IS puaps meing
- Verify 2 of 3 Eml's and filter faa ruming.
- Deck if l4in steae lines should be isolated.
- Verify Ccntaireent Spray @st required.

Revicar ieeediate actions Nilh N/SP to cnajre that al l have been perforeed
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CIIWNE NBIOMKN611

lan issediate acticn sos are verified, directs the RO to secure the "C" RCP and sonitor
pressLa'izer presare.

- Trips the "C" NP and acnitors RCS presscre.
- Oatersines that pressurizer presaa e is still decreasing
- Inform lhe AP% that pressure is sti I I decreasing.

Oirects Nl to stop the "8" RCP and aoni tor pressure.

Stops the %" RCP, verifies that pressure decrease has stepped.

Oirects SLSP to stabilize plant ccnditiaa.

Classify the event per EP-20101, Table 1 section l, loss of Safe Setdown Fuxticns/A116, as an

N.NT, Reactor critical AN reactor fails to trip m sarual signal.
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SXIQRIO EMl SONY NA HST GERCISE. MIIQK

titlB/Stuea set tens

0111'ev. 0

A. SfHKN IBIIEN IF QNLM Instructor passes out ejective revim sheets to the operators rators take ejective reviw dxets to the classrooa and

RECTOS anal directs the Senior operator to take 15-Ã airates to review reviw thee with the senior operator in the cree.
Sxe xi th Se era<,

S. It5[NKIN CRH 5%RAT% Critique the i>W18nts

knowledge

level axl skill in perforaing
PBFNHNX the rcrpired tasks.

Critics indivicbal and teaa respcnses by cowering on both
the. appropriateness exl tieeliness of individual and teaa
re$ por%$$ I

Eaphasiae ged exaaples of tanbark iltustrated during the
sceario.

&sure that all I/S ccepliaxe actiora are entered in the CO's

log.

&aure that the shxkwts +verstand the theoretical aspects of
performing the tasks

Aevi'he ejective rcvim sheet and tiaelira filled mt
%ring exercise and prepare comets for critique of operators.
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C. INSTRXHN GUIM OISCUSSIlN lF Instructor asks senior shi ft crm aaber to rsecnstruct Senior cr~ sesber reconstructs exercise sepal.
IEKCTI'lK REVIEii STETS exercise sequenoe of events.

Instrm:tor interjects comets and refreshes operators emory,
if regild, to reconstruct event seiuerxe.

Instructor leeds operator disaasion. of Aevi'flkjecti~ rators discuss their coesents cn Sa Review oF Ihjectives
sheets, interjecting cxments and rebuttals as racessary. sheets.

D. AREAS %EM6 IS'Nl&6lT Instructor review areas identified as needing iaproveaent in
discussion of ISjective Resist Sheets.

E. IHANYREllfNCB%Nl

F. SMHg FEHNACK ¹8 CRITIRK Instructor requests feahack free lhe operators on U3e realise rators provide feehack to lhe instructor cn the validity of
of the sieulator exercise. the simulator exercise.

Page 8
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KKCTIlf RAf1% NIS/IMLllK

1.3 Given lant candi tians duri lmt r tions IKNIIFYand I)IElOA the a l icable
anwite and afrite and tificatians.

1.4 Canduct lmt aticra usi the fol Imi rinci les for rational effectivwass
as l to all

~ ~

a. Plmt and control neo comnicatian
b. PlmUGnbol Board Snitoring
c. Plant/Cantrol Board Nanipulatian

'.~timal Prablea ~lvirg
e. Use of Ibraal/Off~I Procehre&echnical Spec ificatima
f. Use of Gaergency Procsres IN Rules of I@age of the ElP's.
g. Anmnciator Racagnitian and Respanse

h. Nritten Coaanicatians/logs
i. NNA harass

1.5 ~ a lant ratioa mi Ba follaui inci les of tiara I effective-
as I to i Ic

a. T~ perforaece eanagment
b. Prablia Solving
c. Occision Analysis
d. Action Plaming

The Shift Tedeical Advisor (STA) Hi a the abi lit to ovide di i i

to tiaa meeel duri Off~I and Eae events ard to +bise the
PS% of actioa r irsd to terainate or ~iti te the c

a. Naintain aaneea of plant status, conf iguratim,and al ignsent of systees/caepanents
racessary for safe operation ard shut~
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b. Assess al l reactor tripe and associated transients eith regard to safet//.
c. Assist the ~ in asmritg ttat applicable On/Off<ite notification. are sade.
d. Provide technical assistance during the fol louiqg evolutiae:

1. SI

1.? )he cantrol rooe tees shel deeonstrate the abi l i to l tedni
the TEAN NNK Nl AIMTNn P that contribute to effective teea foraance.

%NINE HUKTIVE EQkUATIN NITERIA

Rate Gperatiae Teae perforaance of the folloui~:

A. Reaxpiaed/perfonad corrective actiae cbring off~icents

S. Tsm aerdinatim during@ load rehctim

C. All steps/substeps of procedjres perforaed/initialed
I-

0. Goeauni cat lore mrs proper.

E. Appropriate offmite notificatiora (ie: diapatcherlhky call supervisor ) xilhaut instructor
prcept i Age

F. Instructor assistance ws not repired.
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e. Isolate/coolh»a the affected S/6 to ~ iniaize secoeiary
systea/off ~its ccntaainatim

1.2 Gian plant conditiea during plant peer operatiaa:
I

a. Identify abnormalities by aaessing actual systea re.yance with
rwipect to predicted s+LtNL fespmaH4

b. Investigate the cause and effect of abnonalities insystea
perfocMlcoo

c. Iapleaent applicable procedures.
d. Perform iaaediate actions ~ithout referee to procehre.

1.3 Gi~ plant conditions durirg plant peer operative, INMIFY~
I)(PNBll the appl icable orrsito and offwito reports and
retificatioa.

1.6 The Shift Tednical Advisor (STA) vill deecnstrate the ability to
provide diagnositic airport to ~rations persanel during Off~aal
and Eaergency events and to advise the P&% of actions repiredto
terairate or aiti@te the ccnsequaxes of such events.

a. )iaintain aereness of plmt status, configuration,and aligresnt
of systess/coaponsnts tmcessary for safe operation axl shutdown.

b. &sess al I reactor trips and associated transients with regand to
safety.

c. Assist the PS% in .asar irg . that applicable On/Off<i~
rotificatiee are aada.

d. Provide technical assistance during the follwirgedits!

1. RCS l.eak Rate calculation
2. Steas Generator Tube R~ture

1.7 lhe ccnb ol rocw teas shall deaonstrate the abi lity to apply tech-
niqes presented during the lEA)1 NNK AN NXQNABll.ilYNorkshop that
contribute to effective teas perforauxe.
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EXERCISE %14PSIS

lbe plant is at 1(6X peer. A hi+ IKS activity conditicn has been identified by
Geaistry. Fol lteing an increase in charging and letdown due to the imreased
iKS activity, a saall S/G tube leak in "A" S/G causes R-19 PRN to trend ~rd,
then alara. An RCS leak rate calculation indicates RCS midentified leaka~ to
be just over 1 cpa. Ihe daily cheaistry report sba» secondary wtivity levels
to be 10 tiaes greater than noraal but mll within the fech Spec liaits. lbe
priaary inventory loss is thro~ a S/6 bbe Rich ~ to the point of a

Safety Injection actuation on it+ RCS praaera or by operator action. lbe
cperators respond IN E4 and trawl tion to F=3. Folceirg (he coolie in F.-3,

because the IKP's ham been trippped, Tcold in the affected loop decreases to
Ue INMK or IKO path criteria for Integrity. The operators tr«eition to l&
P.1. Tiae in core life ia *terained by the EFPO selected by the iretructor.
lbe instnxtor should «ague that cora physics data ade available to the
cperators is coraistent Kith this:sp)ection.;Be eercise is concluded at the
evaluator's discretim, follcacirg the transit(on to FN'.1 or ~ appropriate =

~TR cooldon aethod is selected.

INSIR(L)IIM. NAINIALS

Atteahnce sheet/Olack ink pen/ Calculator

Coepleted Rift Turnover Rect

Goepleted )4clear Cheaistry Sueaary %act

lb>ting copies of:
(P-01(B.P (FIG P,3) E6 NG
~103.P (NtNIXW)
04SP-0?00.1 -QMMF 8: PlNT M05 AM) SNNFIIlANCES
(P4?N.P VERI(X)IC TESfS, &05, NS SfRAfING F.NRUTI96
3~6%1.1 %9 OAIIY LKS
MSP&l.l -RCS lM RAIF CAICNATTN
AG-0(5 - SMAI tVNUAIIQlAIIAIOKNTS

10CFR55M(c) (3) (i) SFQJIREO NANIPNATI$6 NFf N SIS EXERCISE

( 6-1 ) - SISIFKANT S/G 186
( U ) " HIQl ACTIVITY IN SFACIN GGANI

SEGER Ã @MS
-100X Stead/ State Paar Operations

bligh lodira 131 activity in Priaary
'S/G 4k'e*
-R-19 in alarm
6/6 lube Rupture Occurs/SI/Rx Trip
%(P<-3 Ccapleted/Plant Stable
recovery procedure se iected
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1. Pre Bercise Briefi KTISh

Parfora the fol louing

- Guueise Overview

" Student objectives

- Gaehct of Shift

- Tees Ri lie/Caaanicaticns

- Shift Assi gaent

II. Coeeence Sieulator fjcercise Acti»»
- Sta*»ill»Lion
- Provide s4dents with shift turnover infonation

STHKHl ACl1VlTIES-

Perfora a control board wlkdoHn, operating log revim and
verbal shift turner within 10 ~ inutes of begiming the
exefc Ise»

Rift Tumver
- 100X Steady State paar operations in progress
- Surveil laxas schahled per Red Book
" "4" Charging puep is MS (packing rspl~)
- R-15 is 85
- "B" AFN's 85
- "A" Col hjep is OOS

-NI5 is 85
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9XNNIH IZ 68ITS 1

RIEF IRKRPfINC NSI KS KlNOY OMSIN RHIKSlS IW lKNIMIHRIfIIIXIIfUNK IKKNHL

iQQTHI

gctacaledges Oaadstry recpest ead directs that additicnel chergirg Crap(at be placed ir". )service to sect ahliticnal lebha rayireeents.

Starts additional charging puap after checking with N.O. to ensure it is ready for start.

Opens an additicnal orifice in respaaaa to Cheaistry request to irarease lehhn purification
flar.

Verifies that charging and lebbn flode are balarxed.
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SBW50f IZ 88lT/ 2

SGEF NRRPHDb SKNl IBSNM llew. LMMHI~ lHS NNI5, 58BKNN MtAl(OINR%8i.

85EHN

Acknrarledges arruxiator 8/I, Process Radiation Alara.

Vsrifes the validity oF the R-19 alars.

fnforas NfS of the validrty of the alara, calls the 1'.0. to verify that autoeatic actima
associated rrith the alare, hlodoar isolatie9, have oaarred.

Calls Oeaistry to initiate NC-70 calculation, calls lI'o initiate surveys of turbine deck

and llain Steae liras.

Gacks priory paraeeters for indication of leak severity.

Gacks seccn4ry parameters for indicaticn of leak severity.

Gr lls load dispatcher to inFora systsa of tube leakage and possible S/0 rerpireamt based on
leak daterairation.
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SCBN5$ l2 BBITt3

SHEF 85GRIPfTQI= STER 68HNXN ILKNPll$K MllA%9, RRBRHH lE%l M) I%568K $6fh% iMIY.

08l TQK
GGHQl N1TIOI.
SKP SKF

Reaxpizes that darging puep speed is increasing, pressurizer level/pressure are decreasing. <i>
hfora'N% of these devel opaents.

~ f gp

Reaxpi ace increase in "A" S/G level.

Perfora Taaediate Actiaa for Reactor Trip.
- ilanually trip the reactor,
- Verify reactor trip.- Verify turbine trip.- Verify paver to 4KV buses.
- Oak if SI is actuated. Recepize lhat "3A" SI pjap did not start, auually starts puip.- Verify foe4ater tsolation.
- Verify Contairmnt Tsolation Phase A.
- Verify AFN puaps ruling.
- Verfiy Sl puaps nming.
- Verify 2 of 3 CS/IOl puips
- Verify 2 of 3 Eml's and filter Faa ruling.
- Owd( if llain steaa lines should be isolated.
- Verify Ccntainaent Spray mt required.

Review iaeediate actions with ESP to ensure that el I have been perforaed.

Perfora acticns oF sbeps lb"Zl of EW.
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ucmaa ense~

Traaition to E-3. Oirect RO/HP actions in E-3 to snare ~ itigaticn of severity of event.

identify Rq) tured S/G.

leotate rupbred s/G. Rpcc, ~ pier J ~1 II > < C~~~ ',,/;. Pg e]Ja

(heck r~tured S/6 pressure > 600 psig.

hitiate $3 Cooldan to teaperature requred by shy li of E-3. >

Oirect transiticn to FR-P.l shen corditicns requiring transi ticn are identified

Establi@ charging fIce

Ospresurize RCS to ~ ini~ ize break

firn

and refill presaI izer. ~
Verify Sl

firn

rot required and scare Sl flm.

Eshblish letdon

firn,

cxntrol RCS pressure and charging

firn

to ~ iniaize RCS to ~~ry leakage

Step EOG's., Ensure that CV-3-1500 is closed.
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SGKF %SG5i%18ta QBN 6%NHt 1LK QPTlIE berk.)

MNHNL
aanm.

S!EP

Reck if Swrce range NI is energized.

Osteraira appropriate PbstWlR coo Idoa eethod.

EcA
Tradition to selected coolchn procehre,QEE3.1, 32, or 3.3

Classify the event as per EP-@101, Table 1, paragraph 3 itea? Q.ERT).



SIIIAAIIRflSKISE 9UECIIVE RtVIEN MET

Based on the objectives for the exercise just aspleted, rate your perforsarxe of 8a objectives m a scale oF I - 5, 5 being the hi~ rating.

IEKCTILE AAIM CStkNIS/I llfLIIK

1.0 Oeeonstrate the ability to aoabct plant powr operatic, in:luding the ability to diaywee off
~ mreal anditiaa and to take appropriate a:ties.

1.1 Given oaecbres for I ions and a shift relief status chest:

a. Calculate m RCS leak rate per ~Nl.i
b. A+et darging aal letdown as necessary to eaintain Pz»'evel in the proper basd
c. Investigate/resolm any ANS ardlor PNS ala~* Oeteraire, free cheeistry results, if seaxdary activity levels are within Tech Spec

lisits
e. Isolate/cool@an the affected S/G to einiaize ~ry systee/offwite

contaairation

1.2 Given lant conditicns duri lant Rt ICfS

a. IdentNy abnoraalities by amassing actual systes rwpaee ~ilh respect to predicted
eystee Asfxxlse o

b. Investigate the cps.and effect of abnoraal ities in systes perforaaxe.
c. Ispl scent appl i cable precekres.
d. Perfora iaeediate actions without refereras to procehre.
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1.3 6iven lant conditices chri la@ tions IKNIIFYand OAXRNI the licable
Nrsite and offmite r and notifications.

1A Corduct lant tiaa usi the folio>i rinci les for ational effectiveness
as I to all torst

a. Pl~t aml control roca cownication
b. Plmt/Control Board Ibnitoring
c. Plant/Control Board Nanipulatim
d. ~tiaal Problw solvirg
e; Use oF Ibnal/Nf~l Procedures/technical Spec ificatili
f. Use of Eeergency Procares IAIIRules of Usage of the Elk's.
g. Annunciator Recognition and Response
h. llritten Coeanications/logs
i. N NN 4'Mas

1.5 ~ a lant ratiora usi Sa foll+>i inci les of tional effective-
nms as I to i lc

a. Tae perforaace mnag~t
b. Prob les Solving
c. Decision Aralysis
d. Action Plaming

1.6 The Shift Technical Advisor (SIA) sill daeonstrate the abili to ovids di itic
rt to ratiee rsanel duri Off~I and teer events aal to advise the

PS% of actions r ired to tsrainate or aiti te the c es of such eeets.

a. Naintain aarsness of plant status, cmfiguratim,and alignsent of systeas/caspanents
racessary for safe operation ard shutdown.

b. Assess al I reacbor trips and associated transients uith regard to safety.
c. Assist the ~ in asmrirg that applicable On/Off<its notifications are aude.
d. Provide technical assistance during the follouirg svolutiae!

1. RCS leak Rate calculation
2. Steas 6enerator Tde Rupture



1.l %e ccntrol rcxe teae shal I deeonstrate the abi li Io I bclni esenbd Wi
the TENI NRK Nl NXQNfA8llllY that contribute to effective teae forauxs.

erie C00%'NIS/IllfLltK

lHNINk NIECTIVE ELNN(ltd Q A

Rata Qeratias Teas perforate of the fol lewis

A. Niniaind offwite releases.

8. Iaaediate etiam perforeed without preepkipg.

G. All sdeteIe of procedures perfoaed.

D. Coewmicatiee wre proper.

E. Appropriate offmite notificatiae without instnxtor pnwpting.

F. hatnator amistance <as not

respired.
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%QGIN. NÃKlhKs The SRO and Reactor Ccntrol Operator (ROI) uil I deeanstrate
the ability to perfora reactor poer operations, and respond to atnoraal plmt
conditicns IN approved plant procedures asar ing that ths health and safety of
the pblic is protected and the 'integrity of the plant aaintained. The Rm vilI
recognize and lag entry ccndi tiara to the Tedtnical Specif ications

BNIJNa %KTMS:

1.0 Ddsonstrate the abil ity to aorduct plmt possr aperatiaa, including the
abi I ity to diagwse oFf kraal conditiaa and to take appropriate active.

1.4 Gmbct plant poAAer operations ming the fol lacing principles for .
cperaticnal offectivfmess as they apply to al I operators-

a. Plak and control roce commication
b. Plmt/Central Board )loni toring
c. Pl~t/Control Board IIsnipulaticn* ~atianal Problems solving
e. Use of Iioratsl/Off~raal Procedtjres/lechnicai Spscificatims
f. Use of tstergfmcy Procares INI Rules of Usage of the EI"s.
g. Ananciator Recapit ion ard Rayanse
h. Nritten Coeanicatians/logs
i. N NA bareness

1.1 Given procedures for plant peer aperatiee, and a Shift relief status
sheets

a) Recognize and respond to a fails of Peer Range N.44
b) Recognize and respand to a lass oF al I feecLater ouh'ide

contairasnt IAN FIHI.1.
c) Atteept to restore feed to the S/6's mirg the SGFP's.

d) Identify Red Path" caalitions .for IIsat Sink and iapleefmt
corrective act iaa as per plant procedtjres

f) Classify the event as per EP-?010), Table 1.

1s2 Given plant conditiaa duriog platt peer aperations-

a.'dentify abnaraalities by assessing actual systea nsspanse with
'aqectto predicted system resptme.

b. InvesiIigste the came and effect of abnormalities in systea
peffH%AGBe

c. Iaplestont appl icable procedures.
d. Perfora iaeediate actiaa xithout refererce to proaefbre.

1.3 Given plant canditiorss durirg plant pfaer operations, IÃiIIFYand
IlflBEN the applicable on-site and afrite reports and
notificaticns.

le5 Cadtjct plmt operations using principles of operatia';~
effectiveness as Ihey apply to ayervisory perscmel-

a. Tan perforaaxe aanagment
b. Prablea Solviqg
c. Occision Aralysis
d. Action Plaaiqg

ls6 The Shift Technical Advisor (SIN vilI deacnkrate lhe ability to
provide diagnostic support to ~raties persamel during Off~I
and Emrgexy events and to advise the ~ of actiea required to
terminate or aitigste the canseqfseces of such events.
a. I4intain awareness oF plmt siatus, configuration, and aligratent

of systeas/caepanents rscessary for safe operation ard shutdofn.
b. Assess al I reactor trips and associated tnmsients ~ith regard to

safety.
c. Assist the PStl in aenrictt that applicable Oni0ffwid

mtificatians are sade.
d. Provide tedeical assistance during the follwirg evtmts:

0 Iseediate Bleed and Feed iapleeentatian rapiresents
2) 'Red Path" ccnditions for Heat Sink

1.7 The control rooe teaa shall becnstrate the abi I i ty to apply
techniques predated derring the 1ENl NNK Ne NXQIIIABII.ITYItprkshop
that contribute to effective tesjs perforesnce.

Pago ii
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EXERCISE SEPSIS
The plant is at IOC pair Steady state conditims, IQ.. 5 eimtes into

theshift, anNI-44 failurehig occirs. Autosatic rod sotion into thecore
occurs and is stopped by the cyerators. lH4 is resoved free service IN MP-
%9.8. Folloiing this failure a nptureoccurs on ths aain feed puep suction
headers inside the feed puep roce. This causes a loss of all noraat feed and a
Reactor trip on Lcm-lm S/6 level. SM is disabled and the isolation valves froe
lhit 1/2 and ihit 4 sources of feaSiater to the S/8's are inaccessible dus to
the hostile ewiramnt. The operators attespt to al imp the Shay S/6 Feed
puaps to supply the S/G's. Tha attespt.to restore feed using lhs SXFP's, is
also maxxessful This resul ts in no feed f4'eing available to the S/6's.
A decision to initiate feed and bleed is ade based on ths plant ccnditions. If
necessary the instructor Hill role play the Plant Siperinbnknt or TSC by
reco~rxling that feed and bleed be initiated, Tise in cere life is dstersinsd
by the EFPD selected by the instructor. The Instnxtor should esue Uat core
Fhyaics data sade available to the stud'ants is coaistent iiith this selection.
The exercise is a+eluded at the ealuator's discretim, fol loiing the
initiation of 'feed ard bleed.

1MFR55M(c) 6) fi) REQJIRED NNIMATINSlET SY THIS t&RCISE

( K ) - LOSS OF FEESNTER tNNNL A)6 EKNBG!)
( Y) - RQCHR TRIP

96KXIIOA. HAltRIALS

Attendarxe sheet/Black ink psn/ Calculator
Coepleted Shift Truer Sheet
Norking copies oft

N'4103.Z (f ig 2P)
N'4103.2 QFpendix W)
3~-301
3-OSPQWO.I —S0%.NAE Ã R.ANI M05 AN QNEILVNXS
~-0204.2 - IERIINIC 1ESlS, Clt05 AN RNEILUNKS
AG~ - SINAI EVAijlAIIQI ATTNH&TS

-100X peer- N.44 fails hiP
Weed header nurture
+cad puap trips, Iu*ine nnback
Coactor trip (larloi S/6 level)
4/6 levels decreasing
-Transition to FR+.I~P aliged for service, no floii thr~ M6-012.
-Initiate Bleed and Feed

Bd of scenario
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BSTRKRN KtMHES lSJEi/QUBQ ACllRHES

1. Pre hsrciee Srief i KHSb

Perfora the foll(wings

- Bsncise overvie

- Student objectives

- Goehct of Shift

- Teaa %i I lelCaaeaicatiea

- Rift Assigwnts

II. Caaeence Simlator Exercise Ac~lens

Start simlation
STHKNI KlIVIIIESs

Perfora a ccnbol board seslkdaes, operating log revisw and
verbal @ift tursmver within 10 airates of begirning ~~
Bxerclsee

Rift fusser
- Plant at 100X pour, steady state, NS
- %" AAF is O.O.S.
- "A" Col PUep is O.LS.
- R-15 is LILS.
- "A" Charging puep O.O.S.
- Hll5 LO.S.



SXNRQV 39 68ITt 1

SGEF %5N6%I84 fR N-4l FELS HISH

01K-IA Qsv 0

DENIM.
GKTM.
SKP POSITIIN GNINlE ACIIQVSASIIR

- Recapias and resporxh to NI-44 failure.

Oirects RO acticns IN MPW9.8
- Ensure that all mitches for affected chisel on the HIS racks are rqesitioned.

—NIPS NS Nk mi tch for IH4 to BYPASS
- RM ST!P NPASS mihh for HH4 to 8YPASS
- IPPER SECIHN caaparator defeat a>i tch to iH4
- URR SECl HN coaparator defeat mi tch to IH4
" Transfer the applicable RKR liISN10i NPASS ~itch to bypass N-44.
- Transfer the CNPARAIIR GNARL %FtAT mi tch to HA4.
- Trip the ~r range bistables within me hcur by pulling the instrusent peer f~



SXMNKlV 3S 8'/ 2

SGEF IRiCRfPTIIIs f89 RlP SKlHN PIPIT RHSK

01K<% Qsv 0

NSITIQl CNIIlNlE KIIMKHNIIN

4daxeledges mltiple alaras indicating that a loss of feed has ocarred.

Adaxeled9es T.lL report of a Hain feed lira rupture on the feed pap sucticn header.

Reyond to lo-lo S/G level reactor trip IAN EG'%W.

Oirect shift cd actiaa IN ~%.

Perfora issrediate actin of EIP<4.

- Verify reactor trip.
-Wrify turbine trip.
—Verify porer to 4KV buses.
- Grec% if Sl is acturrted.

Trrsrsition to E&0.1
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POSIT IN CANIWE AC110Mf.HNIOR

Recognizes that 8e AAP's are al I tripped cn overfeed and that there is no Feed ftao to any
S/G. Info% A/PS of this si4stion.

- Trars it ions to FR-H.1.
- Oirects 8P/RD actiea IN FR-K.1.

Contact field operators to deteraine if any feed is available to the S/G's.

After ackmwtedgirg that feed is available froa the Standby S/G feed pueps, directs F.O. to
apen M5&P in preparation for start of Racy S/G feed pap

Oiracts SP to establish 13%pe flm to the S/6's froa the SSGFP.

Recognitss that ftm to the S/G's with SSGFP is not established, fsports this to OPS.

EttO OF XENRIO

Ibices deterainatim to initiate feed and bleed for heat reeoval.

Classifies cent per EP-7010). (Qmuld be SITE. NfA AfRCFKY- PARh60IPH 7 - LOSS OF QfE
SNIT AKftlN. (IFOl 3 lÃfR lHlS NAOlNQ. - loss of secondary heat sink Nl feed and

bleed required.
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SCENARIO EN SUNNN AN POST EXERCISE CRITIQUE

A. STNENT REVI

%%CTICKS

Instructor passes out Ibjective revim sheets to the operators rators take ejective review sheets to the classrooe and

and directs the Senior operator to take 15-20 ~iretes to revi~ review thee uith the senior operator in the cd.
Sits Hllh 'Ihe cNHe

9. INSTNKHR CRITHXK PfRATIN Criti(pe the stiknts krxeledge level and skill in perforeing
f6HRAlCE the required tasks.

Critiqa individel and teae respcnses by coaeenting on both
Sa appropriahness and tieeliness of individual and teae
resp05%0$ e

Eephasize good exaaples of taaaerk illustrated during the
scenario.

r

Ensure that al I PS ceepl large acticns are entered in the CO's

log.

Ensure that the shake understand the theoretical aspects of
perforeing the tasks

Ravim Sa Ibjsctive revise sheet and tiaeline filled out
during ecercise and pry+re counts for critique oF operators.
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C. INSIRI;MGUMD OISQBSIN I'nstructor asks senior shift cd aeeber to reccnstruct Senior cd eeiber reconstructs exercise sepaxe.
KKCTIKREVIEM %KETS exercise rwpsnce of events.

Instructor interjects ~s and refreshes operators aery,
if required, to reconstruct event sequence..

Instructor leads operator discussicn of Revim of Objectives
sheets, interjecting cxmwki and rebuttals'as accessary.

orators discuss their agents cn the Revim of Kjectives
sheetso

+)

D. 4AFAS %FDIl6 IIPNNOSiT, Instnctor revim areas idsntif ied as needing iaproveaent in
dImmlon of Objective Review Sheets.

E. MNYREIKICB8iT

F. SINENT FEEDHACK M CRITIQUE Instru:tor requests feahac4 free the operators on the realise ~tors provide feedback to the instructor cn lhe validity of
of the simulator exercise. the siaulator cwucise.
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0'ased

on the objectives for the exercise just ccapleted, rate your perfor«brae of the objectives cn a scale of 1
- S, 5 being the hi~ rating.

erCTIX NTII6 GHBI15/TBfLIK

1.0 lhaestrate the abi I ity to ceabct plmt power operations, i>eluding the ability to dishes off
nx«al conditio+ and to 4ke appropriate etiam.

1.1 Given proceduree for plant power operAims, and a Shift rel ief status sheet:

a) Reaxpize andrespond to a failure of IH4 with a failure of rods bo «ere in
auto«atic.

8 ~ice and respond to a loss of all fee4eter outside,centairwnt IN FR+.1.
cl 'ttaept to restore feed to lhe 8/6's ming the SGFP's.

cb Identify "Red Path" conditions for Heat Sit@ and i«pie«ent corrective ectiora as per
plant procedures

d Classify Ue event as psr 6 20101, Table l.

1.2 Given plant conditiae during plant. power operaticns!
a. Ihntifyabnor«alities by assessing actual systea reqxnse wilh reqect to predicted

'syste«resporae.
b. Invesfji~te the aud and effect of

abnormalities

in syst6« perforate.
c. I«pie«ant appl icable procedures.
d. Perfora i«eediate actiea without reference to proaehre.

1.3 Given plant conditions during plant power operatiorm, IIX'FY and QflERN) the applicable
arsite and off~its reports and notifications.
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Conduct plmt peer cperatims using the fol lming principles for cperational effecti~ as
they apply to al I operator:

a. Plant and control rooe c~icatim
b. Plant/Control Board Nonitqring
c. P lmt/Cantrol Board Nanipulqkion
d. Operatimal Prablsa solving
e. Use of Noraal/Off~i Procedures/Technical Specificaticns
f. Use of Gaergsncy Procarw IAN Rules of Usage of the GP's.
g. Amnciator Recognition and Rsspmm
h. Kritten Cawnicatims/logs
i. AURA Awareness

1.5 Conduct a plant powr operatims using the folding prirLiples of operatimal effectiveness as
they apply to apervisory persma»l s

a. Tea perfora«xa aanayeant
b. Pr*leo Solving
c. Decision Analysis
* Action Plaming

1.6 The Shift Technical Advisor (STA) vill ckacmstrate ths ability to provide diagwsitic apport to
~atims pershael <bring Off~I and Eaergexy events and to advise the PS.N of actions
rapired to terainate or aitigate the aniquenam of such events.

a. Naintain awraass of plant status, conf igs'stipend aligaent of sysb»s/ccepments
necessary for safe operation and shutdown.

b. Assess al I reactor trips and associated tr«aients arith regard to safety.
c. Assist the P&% in asaring that applicable Sv9ff-Site notifications are sade.
d. Provide technical assistance dLring the follming eveks>

l. Iwdiate Bleed and Feed iapleeentatim rapireaets
2. 'Red Path" cmditiora for Heat Sink

The control roce teas shall descnstrate the abi lity to apply technicpes presented dLjripg the
TEN NNK N) AONTABILITYNorkshp that contribute to effective teas perform«ge.
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Rate ~tiae Taaa perforaance of tha follmirg!

A. Perforaed corrective actiee for fire in 4kv bus

8. Proper praoecbral use and coapliaxe for nmrroutim evolRiea

C. Gxsultatienlcoapliarm vith Tech Spece/Plmt procedures

0. Coaeunications wre proper.

E. Inatnxtor assistance ~ not tapirad



ENCLOSURE '4

SIWLATOR FIDELITY REPORT

Facility Licensee: Florida Power and Light Company

Facility Docket Nos.: 50-250 and 50-251

Operating Test Administered On: June 1, 1989

This form is used only to report observations. These observations do not
constitute audit or inspection findings and are not, without further
verification and review, indicative of noncompliance with 10 CFR 55.45(b).
These observations do not affect NRC certification or approval of the
simulation facility other than to provide information which may be used in
future evaluations. No licensee action is required in response to these
observations.

During the conduct of the simulator portion of the operating test, the
following items were observed:

Item Descri tion

Keys The key locker had been replaced and moved to replicate
that of the control room.

Lighting

Clock

The poor lighting existing in the Plant Supervisor's-
Nuclear (PSN) office had been improved.

The simulator clocks have been improved.

The overall performance of the simulator hardware and modeling continued to be

exemplary during this examination.


